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five 

Hispanic Immigration: Reconquest or Assimilation? 

The character of Texas owes a lot to its colorful history and to the wars 

with Mexico, through which not only Texas but New Mexico, Arizona, 

and California became American. That period of conquest (1829-48) 

was fired by the idea that it was America's Manifest Destiny to control 

the continent, and it increased U.S. territory by one-third. The legacy 

today is a two-thousand-mile border between two nations with me 

largest income gap of any adjoining countries in the world, with con

tinuing tensions over migration and, for some Americans, over lan

guage. 

When Spain ceded Florida by treaty in 1819, the United States re

nounced all claims to the Mexican province of Texas, but soon Ameri

cans began settling on the San Antonio River. In 1829, the United 

States tried to buy Texas, but the Mexicans refused. In December 1835, 

Texas declared itself independen t; in February 1836, Mexico sent a 

large army under General Santa Anna to put down the rebellion. The 

Texas force, reduced to 187 men, retreated to an old Spanish mission 

in San Antonio called the Alamo. They scorned Santa Anna's call for 

surrender and, epically, resisted for twelve days until all were dead. In 

April, Santa Anna captured three hundred Texas soldiers and executed 

them all by firing squad. Enraged Texas forces under General Sam 



Houston pursued and routed the Mexican army at San Jacinto. Santa 

Anna was forced to surrender all his forces and accept the independ

ence of Texas. Sam Houston was elected president, and a struggle be

gan for annexation by the United States, an idea resisted by antislavery 

forces in the US. Congress. Santa Anna, now president of MexIco, said 

that annexation would be an act of war. In 1845, President Polk tried 

to negotiate the annexation of Texas and to bargain for New Mexico 

and California. Again, no deal. The next year, US. troops moved to the 

Rio Grande, welJ inside what Mexico considered its border. Mexicans 

attacked, and President Polk declared war. 

The antiwar protests that arose at home have a familiar ring in mod

ern times. Whigs and abolitionists in the North claimed the war was 

contrived by Sou therners to acquire another slave state. Former presi

dentJohn Quincy Adams denounced it as "a most unjust war." Henry 

David Thoreau spent a night in jail as a protest against having his taxes 

used to support the war. 

After l\"I0 years of fighting and thirteen thousand American deaths, 

U.S. marines entered Mexico City and added "the Halls of Mon

tezuma" to the Marine Corps hymn. A minor State Department offi

cial, Nicholas Trist, negotiated the 1848 treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 

in which Washington paid $15 million for most of what is now the 

Southwestern United States. 

" * " 
Ever since, the theme of reconquista, or reconquest, has surfaced period

icalJy in romantic Mexican rhetoric. In 2001, the popular Mexican 

writer Elena Poniatowska declared that, thanks to immigration, Mexico 

is recovering the territories it lost to the United States in the nineteenth 

century. "The common people, the poor, the dirty, the lice-ridden, the 

cockroaches are advancing on the United States, a country that needs 

to speak Spanish because it has 33.5 million Hispanics who are impos

ing their culture," she said. 
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The idea of reconquest was deftly satirized by Jim Lehrer in the 

1966 novel Viva Max, made into a film with Peter Ustinov, which imag

ined a bored Mexican general marching troops to San Antonio and re

taking the Alamo A delicious fuss ensues with much political huffing 

and posturing, all hilarious in the 1960s, when Mexican immigration 

was slight compared with today's numbers. 

Today, talk of reconquest infuriates some Americans, who are wor

ried about immigration and the Mexification of the Southwest: they 

hear more and more Spanish, and they fear that English is threatened. 

Others take a calmer view. The writer Richard ROdriguez says that His

panic immigrants "are forcing us to see America within the Americas," 

and the result is that "Spanish is, unofficially, the second language of 

the United States, apparent on signs all over the city." 

Rodriguez's city is San Francisco, but his observation is just as true 

in New York, whose subway riders might have been amused by the ref

erence to cockroaches, cucarachas, as they read bilingual ads about how 

to fight the ultimate New York survivor with the Roach Motel. Its slo

gan: "Roaches check in, but they don't check out!" Cucaracha is old 

Mexican slang for poor and despised. "La Cucaracha" was a song cre

ated by followers of Mexican revolutionary Pancho Villa, ridiculing the 

government forces they said couldn't fight without smoking rnar\juana. 

Then it became one of the first popular Latin songs to break through 

into the American market. Recently La Cucaracha has emerged as the 

title and chief character, a human-size cockroach, of a satirical cartoon 

strip syndicated in more than sixty American newspapers. The comic 

La Cucaracha is shocking to many and draws plenty of hate mail because 

it ridicules Hispanic icons as readily as it mocks US. politics-evidence 

that the Latino presence in the United States has evolved to a level with 

many nuances. 

Today, 27 percent of New York's population of eight million are His

panic; in the Bronx it is 48 percent. At City Hall, of fifty-one council 

members, eleven are Latino. In Manhattan, when you take the Broadway 
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subway uptown on weekday afternoons, the cars rapidlyfiU up with 

teenagers released from high schools on the West Side Pale-skinned or 

very dark, most of them will be energetically speaking Spanish. If you 

take the crosstown bus on 125th Street traveling east, block by block 

you feel the English language disappearing as more and more liquor 

bill.boards and shop signs become Spanish. 

We vi.sited Spanish Harlem on a hot afternoon when rai.ny weather 

did nothing to dampen the fiesta spirit as Hispanics of many origins

Mexican, Latin and Central American, and Caribbean-got ready for 

the biggest annual Latino event, the Puerto Rican Day parade up Fifth 

Avenue. In New York, Puerto Ricans are the predominant and oldest of 

the Hispanic groups. Also, because of Puerto Rico's commonwealth 

status, one step below statehood, they are not quite immigrants in the 

way Mexicans are. In streets already festooned with Puerto Rican and 

a few Mexican Rags, vendors were selling more flags and people were 

grabbing them to wave as they danced to the pulsing rhythms of salsa 

music blaring from shops and boom boxes From the food stalls lining 

the streets wafted tantalizing odors of fried bananas, roast pig, octopus, 

and chicken with rice. Everywhere around us, the language spoken, 

sung, shouted, squawked over bullhorns was Spanish. It was as though 

we were not in an English-speaking country. 

Large numbers of police officers in yellow rain slickers were on duty, 

because a Puerto Rican parade a few years before had ended in a riot 

when youths ran amok in Central Park, harassing and groping women. 

Vle asked the cops whether they could communicate with this large His

panic population. Most of them said they spoke only a few words of 

Spanish but had no trouble being understood. 

"Most people speak English. When there's a language barrier, I 

know a couple of Spanish words and manage to get by. But I haven't 

had a problem." That was said by a police captain whose father came 

from Chile and had never learned English. But the captain related this 

in an accent unmistakably from Brooklyn, where he grew up. So, in his 
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case, the force of the city culture and schools had overridden his her

itage. That has been the traditional immigrant pattern over the gener

ations, when wave after wave of immigrants poured into New York as 

the gateway to the American Dream. Each tide has enriched American 

English with new words and expressions: 

From the Dutch, who owned New York before the British bought 

Manhattan, came blunderbuss, scow, sleigh, stoop, span, coleslaw, boss, bed

spread, cookze, waifie, dunderhead, Santa Claus, and Yankee. 

From the millions of Irish immigrants came smithereens, lollapalooza, 

speakeasy, and hooligan. But the very American way of putting a definite 

article before institutions and conditions gave us to the hospital, whereas 

the British go to hospital. The president sends a message to the Congress, the 

British monarch sends one to Parliament 

Very few words came from the Scandinavian immigranrs--gravla.x, 

smorgasbord---'out their speech heavily influenced the accents in Wiscon

sin and Minnesota. 

Italians gave us names of food: spaghettz, pasta, macaroni, ravioli, pizza, 

jiJrmaggio, moaarella, lasagna, espresso, cannelloni, minestrone, Parmesan, broc

colz~ zucchznI, and cappuccino. 

The linguistic imprint on American English of German and its Jew

ish relative, Yiddish, is on an altogether different scale. From German 

came sauerkraut, pretzel, dumb, to locifand loafer, ouch, bUD, pumpernickel, kinder

garten, niX, s~ster, hoodLum, delicatessen, kaput, funk, hockshop, scram) bummer, 

check) cookbook, ecology, fresh, rifle, spiel, and the suffix -fist on words like 

songJest,jiJodjest, slugJest, talkjest. German also gave us literal translations 

that became very popular in American English: and how, no way, can be, 

will do. Yiddish culture, which brought so much creativity to Hollywood 

and Tin Pan Alley, gave us to kibbitz, schmaltz, schlock, nosh, phooey, schmo, 

schnozde, to schLep, chutzpah, shiksa, bagel, pastramz, glitch, and expressions 

such as I should live so long, I should worry, Get lost, I'm coming already, 1 need 

it like I need a hole in the head. 

There were many German settlers in Pennsylvania before the 
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Revolution, so many that there were early claims that the large numbers 

of German speakers threatened the primacy of English. Benjamin 

Franklin, whose print shop had published in German, wrote in 1751 

that Pennsylvania "will in a few years become a German Colony: In

stead of their learning our language, we must learn their's [sic], or live 

as in a foreign country." He also complained that Germans worked for 

lower wages, thereby taking jobs away from English workers-a note 

that would be sounded often over the centuries. But to win the Germans 

over, the Continental Congress printed German translations of some of 

its deliberations, including the Articles of Confederation, and German 

Americans did support the Revolution. 

After 1776, seven million more Germans arrived, mostly to settle in 

cities such as Cleveland, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Chicago, St. Louis, 

Buffalo, and New York, as well as Texas. I\Ilany of the Germans were ed

ucated, middle-class people who quickly made a cultural impact. There 

were t""enty-eight German-language newspapers by 1860, and German 

achievements in music, literature, and science gave these immigrants a 

prominent and welcome place in American society-until World War 1. 

At the turn of the century, one American in ten was speaking German, 

almost exactly the percentage who are currently speaking Spanish. In 

Texas the percentage was much higher, for the broad belt of German 

settlement ran fromjust west of Houston through San Antonio to Fred

ericksburg. Many of the most prominent American families were of 

German stock: the Astors, Budweisers, Eisenhowers, Fricks, Heinzes, 

Rockefellers, Singers, Steinways, and vVestinghouses. 

But when a German submarine torpedoed the Cunard liner Lusita

nia in May 1915, killing I, I95 of the 1,959 people on board, it outraged 

the American public and helped create the climate for Washington's 

declaration of war in 1917. The Germans became Huns, Bache, or Jerry, 

as Americans borrowed British and French epithets. In this atmosphere, 

many changed obviously German names-for example, Stein to Stone. 
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FrankfUrters became hot dogs, and to some Americans sauerkraut became 

liberty cabbage (as our generation tried making Frenchfiies intofteedomJries 

to punish France for not joining the 2003 invasion of Iraq). 

In the new climate, one state after another banned German instruc

tion from its schools. In 1918, when the New York City School Board 

did so, the New York Times applauded; dropping German was "a matter 

of polity, of patriotism, of Americanism." German was "suspect and 

taboo," a poignant judgment for a newspaper published by Adolph S. 

Ochs, who grew up in a German-speaking home. 

Ironically, given today's linguistic anxieties, in the same editorial the 

Times suggested that, if a second language was needed at all) Spanish 

would be more useful for business. As the war fever spread, all foreign 

languages became suspect, and Washington made it illegal to mail non

English written matter if it mentioned the U.S. government or the war. 

The governor of Iowa banned the use of any foreign language in the 

schools, in public, or on the telephone. 

Immediately after the war, a wave of Americanization swept the na

tion's schools, including a "Good English Makes Good Americans" 

campaign. Children earned points for snitching to teachers on the lan

guage errors of their classmates. These campaigns produced loyalty 

oaths such as the "Pledge for Children" of the Chicago Woman's Club 

American Speech Committee: 

I love the United States of America. I love my country's flag 

love my country's language I promise: 

That I wiJl not dishonor my country's speech by 

leaving off the last syllables of words. 

2.	 That I will say a good American "yes" and "no" in 

place of an Indian grunt "urn-hum" and "nup-um" 

or a foreign "ya," or "yeh" and "nope." 
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3.	 That I will do my best to improve American speech by 

avoiding loud, rough tones, by enunciating distinctly, 

and by speaking pleasantly, clearly, and sincerely. 

4.	 That I will learn to articulate correctly as many 

words as possible during the year. 

Although Congress cut off most immigration in 1924, this wave of 

linguistic discrimination, or paranoia, passed. By the 1930s, the federal 

government was explaining the New Deal in every language spoken in 

the country. 
vVith immigration resumed after ''''orId War II, New York again be

came its doorway, and remains so to this day. In the 1990s, New York 

gained population but lost half a million white people; all of the gain 

in population came from minority-group immigrants. The ethnic com

plexion of New York neighborhoods continues to shift, like the nation

alities of ta..'<i drivers. In a Manhattan taxi, we met Dave Pollack, one of 

the few American-born cabbies, who grew up in the Bronx. His grand

father came from Russia and also drove a cab. "This is where you start," 

he said. "Actually, driving a cab is a great way to start earning money. 

But years ago it was the Irish, people from Italy, people from the 

Ukraine, many parts of Europe. Today the countries are Pakistan, In

dia, and Bangladesh, but they're going through exactly what my grand

father did almost a hundred years ago." 
An ad in the New York subway claims, "There are more than 250 

languages spoken in NevI' York City. How many should you speak?" 

The 2000 census showed large increases nationally from 1990 in many 

immigrant languages people said they spoke at home. The number of 

those who spoke Chinese, Vietnamese, Russian, and Arabic almost 

doubled, the largest group of these, Chinese speakers, growing from 1.2 

million to two million. But far and away the non-English language most 

people said they spoke at home was Spanish, an increase from seven

teen million to twenty-eight million in the same decade. 
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That statistic raises the question, Will the traditional pattern of 

assimilation by the second and third generations repeat itself with 

Spanish-speaking immigrants today, or are their concentrated numbers 

too large? By July 2002, the Census Bureau reported that all together 

there were 38.8 million Hispanics or Latinos (the bureau uses both 

terms) in the United States, 60 percent of them born here. The His

panic population had doubled since 1980, because of a high birthrate 

and high levels of immigration, legal and illegal. Two-thirds were of 

Mexican origin. Given this growth rate, one in five residents of the 

United States is expected to be Hispanic by 2020. 

There are large districts of major American cities-New York, Los 

Angeles, Miami-and many smaller cities where it is possible to live 

and never speak English. In Harlem, we talked to a woman named 

Rosa selling shaved ice flavored with syrup. She had lived in the United 

States for nineteen years but spoke no English. She explained that she 

was always too busy working to learn. 

This ability to survive within an all-Spanish community has been en

hanced by the growth of Spanish-language media. Between 1990 and 

2002, the number of Spanish-language newspapers published in the 

United States grew from 355 to 652. Many are published by well

respected English-language papers-such as the Miami Herald, Dallas 

Mornzng News, Los Angeles Times, and Wall StreetJournal-both to make up 

for the continuing loss of English-language circulation and to attract 

advertisers to the surging Hispanic market. 

Gilbert Bailon, president and editor of the Dallas lvlormng News, said 

the Spanish-language Al Dia was created to reach a growing number of 

people in the market who are primary Spanish speakers. "These people 

are neither reading nor consuming our advertising in the way we would 

like, and really need, for the future of this company to grow." He said 

there was a good editorial reason as well: "You can go on the web and 

read lots of papers around the world, but they can't tell you what the 

school lunch menu is, or are the roads closed, or when I can vote in 
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Dallas, Texas, or San Antonio, Texas, because it's just not there in 

Spanish." 

It is the same story in broadcasting. By 2002, there were 664 Hispanic 

radio stations and 252 TV stations served by twenty-six Spanish

language TV networks. The big network Univision claims to reach 98 

percent of US. Hispanic households through its Spanish-language tele

vision network and 73 percent with its radio network. Its rival TeJe

mundo, owned by General Electric and managed by NBC, is viewed in 

J 18 markets and says it reaches 91 percent of Hispanic TV-owning 

households. 

In surprising places like Raleigh, North Carolina (a state that saw a 

fivefold increase in Hispanic population in the 1990s), Spanish TV ri

vals and sometimes attracts larger audiences than the network outlets of 

NBC, CBS, and ABC. Interestingly, a new dialect has been emerging in 

North Carolina, where Hispanic migrants have mixed Spanish with 

Southern rural speech and created, in Walt Wolfram's terms, "an His

panic Southern variety of English." Yet among the products frequently 

advertised on Univision television and Spanish-language radio are 

English-study kits on CDs or cassette tapes. 

The 2000 census showed the states with the largest Hispanic immi

grant concentrations (based on number of persons who speak Spanish 

at home) to be New Mexico with 29 percent; Texas, 27 percent; Cali

fornia, 26 percent; Arizona, 20 percent; Florida, 16 percent; Nevada, 

16 percent; New York, J 4- percent; New Jersey, 12 percent; and Illinois 

and Colorado, each II percent. 

The city with the highest percentage of people speaking Spanish at 

home was Hialeah, Flonda, with 92 percent. Number two, with 91 per

cent, was Laredo, Texas, right on the Mexican border, and we traveled 

there to understand the concerns and tensions the language situation 

provokes. 

And it was there that we heard the word reconquest. Reconquest is real 
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to Allan Wall, a language teacher we met who is married to a Mexican 

and lives in Mexico with his wife and children. Every morning it is rush 

hour on the international bridge across the Rio Grande from Neuvo 

Laredo. Traffic crawled so sJowly Our first morning that it was quicker 

for Wall to park his car and walk across to the United States. Wall is an 

American so alarmed by the spread of Spanish that he wants English 

made our official language. He offers the classic reasons: "It's a great 

advantage for us to have a common language. It's good for immigrants 

to learn English. It opens up to the mainstream of the American soci

ety and economy. It's also an important part of our common citizen

ship; the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, the Bill of 

Rights, the judicial precedents, all these are in English." Wall sees tol

erance for Spanish as a threat to the linguistic unity of America, to our 

common civic language, which could lead to a linguistic Balkanization 

of the United States. 

In Laredo, Spanish is effectively the city's language. In the local su

permarket, the loudspeaker announcements of specials are in Spanish. 

The local newspaper, the Laredo lvforning Times) publishes editions in 

both Spanish and English. The city editor, Robert Garcia, noted that 

major newspapers across the United States were switching some of 

their sections to Spanish, "because they need to get to those folks, to 

communicate with those folks." He himself works with both language 

populations, "so I am constantly switching back and forth, you know, 

but I'm used to that: I'm from the area." 

To see how the Spanish language had reasserted itself in the border 

area, we went to a small town southeast of Laredo, called El Cenizo, 

Texas. In Spanish, el cenizo means the place where there are ashes, which 

could suggest a town rising phoenixlike from a destructive past or a 

town still in mourning. In view of the extreme poverty and underdevel

opment, and the rather depressed appearance of the town, the latter in

terpretation was not unkind. We had an appointment to see the mayor 
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of El Cenizo but found she was in Laredo, at a meeting to secure funds 

to start a library. Town officials have set aside a smaU room in the 

cinder-block town hall, but it had no books when we visited. 

In 1999, the previous mayor put El Ceniz.o on the map, and in the 

gun sights of English-firsters, by declaring Spanish the town's official 

language. The rationale was democratic, to make their town govern

ment more accessible to the nine hundred residents, few of whom spoke 

English, including the mayor himself. If residents understood the town 

business, they might be willing to pay their taxes, which conspicuously 

they were not, to pave local roads and improve facilities for their chil

dren. But El Cenizo found itself at the center of a national furor. 

Newspaper editor Robert Garcia said, "It was ugly. They got caIls, 

threats, people telling them, 'You're in America, what are you doing 

speaking Spanish as an official language:?' " He showed us a pile of hos

tile editorials and stories from as far away as Boston and Florida, with 

the headlines "No Ingles'''; "Banning English Divisive Measure"; "Hot 

in Any Language"; "Town's Ordinance a Step Backwards"; "Small 

Town News Can Grow Big and Ugly"; "Texas Town Makes Spanish 

Official, Stirs War of Words." A lot of other nearby towns wanted to 

do the same, but after the reaction to El Cenizo they backed off. 

El Cenizo compounded the affront by passing an ordinance that no 

town official (there were two at the time) had to collaborate with US. 

Immigration authorities or the Border Patrol. The next mayor of El 

Cenizo, Oralia Reyes, hastily reversed both policies. 

El Cenizo's main street runs past shabby trailer homes planted in 

neglected lots down to the Rio Grande. Here the river border with 

Mexico is one of the most-traveled crossing points for illegal immi

grants. The river is about a hundred yards wide at this point, the banks 

masked on both sides by trees and bushes. On the El Cenizo bank we 

found discarded inner tu bes, used to float people across by night, along 

with the wet clothes they had abandoned and the black plastic bags that 

had carried the dry clothes they changed mto. Because it is so fre
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quently used, this area is heavily watched by the Border Patrol, and we 

spent a day seeing how they track iLLegals, the new official term, replac

ing wetbacks, the now derogatory name for Mexicans who swam the Rio 

Grande to reach the United States. But informally, among themselves, 

the agents say wets, as one did with us: "You want to chase wets? We'll 

chase wets." 

The US. government estimates that there are eight million illegal 

immigrants in the country, of whom 70 percent probably came across 

the Mexican border. The Border Patrol has been given increased re

sources to reduce that flow, but readily admits that it cannot come close 

to stopping it. 

The agency's effort in tl1is area begins with electronic sensors (called 

bugs) installed near the riverbanks Agents then patrol stretches of open 

bush country a few miles inland from the river. This includes the un

paved roads the illegals have to cross to move farther inl.and to ren

dezvous with trucks organized by their cryotes-the people who mike a 

living smuggling Mexicans across the border and helping them escape 

into the US. interior. The places the illegals habituaJJy cross are 

dragged each day, to erase old footprints. When the electronic sensors 

are tripped (or the bugs go off, as the agents say), indicating a fresh cross

ing at a certain point, the patrol drives along the dirt track searching for 

new footprints. They are easy to spot, unless the crossers used a branch 

to sweep the earth behind them, as some do, or sneaked through the oc

casional drainage culvert. When the agents see fresh footprints, they 

can follow the tracks on foot and radio for a helicopter to search ahead. 

They caU it sign cutting, following tracks or signs, while the helicopter cuts 

m ahead. Sometimes the agents will put toilet paper on bushes so the 

helicopter can see where they have been. "You can't cut just one per

son," an agent says, meaning you need a group to make the tracks evi

dent, and the cryotes usually bring the JA (illegal aliens) in groups, often 

sending scouts across first to reconnoiter the route. If alarmed, the cry

otes will halt a group under bushes in a gully during the day, to move 
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them on by night. It is not pleasant terrain. The sandy earth is thickly 

covered with brush-mesquite, some cactus, and bushes with sharp 

thorns, which easily tear clothes or flesh, especially in the dark. During 

certain seasons, there are snakes-black indigos, rattlesnakes, corals, 

and water moccasins. There are other dangers, including, in some bor

der areas, border-zone vigilantes reportedly going out to shoot and kill 

illegals. Federal and state authorities have tried to find and stop such 

people, without success. In the desert areas farther west, many illegals 

die of thirst each year, because they run out of water before they can 

get across. The Border Patrol has taken to setting bottles of water along 

frequently used routes to prevent that. 

Despite the dangers, the Mexicans keep coming. The Border Patrol 

agents we accompanied believe they get about 40 to 50 percent of the 

people who cross in this area, but overall the percentage is perhaps only 

10 percent. 

This unit caught a dozen immigrants late that afternoon. A woman 

agent spotted their tracks and alerted the helicopter, which buzzed in a 

few [eet above the brush and found the Mexicans, crouched in a hollow 

in the shadow of the bushes. \Ne could hear the helicopter pilot's ex

cited voice on the radio: "Bodies' Bodies'" When the agent made the 

arrest, the Mexicans offered no resistance, and no one attempted to run 

avvay. A bus was sent in, and they were driven off to be fingerprinted 

and checked for any criminal records. If there was evidence that they 

were coyotes or mules (drug carriers), they would be arrested. Those who 

had simply come across the border would be delivered back to Mexico. 

They usually try again, and frequently, because the odds of getting 

away with it are good. 

Allan Wall, the teacher, said that living in Mexico had given him a dif

ferent perspective on the inroads of Spanish in America. He recalled a 

Congress of the Spanish Language in Madrid in 2001. One of the speak

ers was Vicente Fox, the president of Mexico, who commented that Mex

ican immigrants who continue to speak Spanish in the United States are 

doing their patriotic duty to Mexico. Another speaker was Carlos Fuentes, 

perhaps the leading literary figure in Mexico. "He said that there is a silent 

reconquista, a reconquest of the United States. He didn't even limit it to the 

Southwest, as many do; he just said 'of the United States.' " 

To prevent this, \iVall wants immigration reduced, to give legal immi

grants time to assimilate. He not only wants English made the official 

U.S. language, but wants all government business to be in English. If 

people don't understand English, they will be motivated to learn, he be

lieves, because some Hispanics are "impeded" from learning by U.S. 

government policies, such as the translation of documents, bilingual ed

ucation, and bilingual election ballots. He sees American politicians 

pandering by speaking Spanish themselves to woo Hispanic voters

one of these George W. Bush. Wall faulted Bush, as governor of Texas, 

for not taking action, like cutting off state funds, after the El Cenizo or

dinance. He also noted that Bush, as president, was on record as oppos

ing the English Language Amendment. 

The growing Latino presence has created tensions. In the Maryland 

and Virginia areas that are part of the Washington, D.C., metropolitan 

area, designated one of hypergrowth for Hispanics, there have been 

clashes over issuing drivers' licenses and offering the reduced in-state 

tuition rates to illegal immigrants. Steven Camarota, research director 

of the Center for Immigration Studies (which wants immigration lim

ited), said the numbers raise a troubling question: "Is the level of immi

gration so high that it's overwhelming the assimilation process?" 

Immzgrant is a word coined in America, for migrants who came in, 

rather than went out, the meaning of emigrant, which was how Europe 

saw it. But despite living in a nation built on immigration, Americans 

already here have always had ambivalent feelings about those just arriv

ing. In his study of the history of immigration and language, The 

English-Only @estion, Dennis Baron wrote: 
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Seltled Americans have been reluctant to accept newcomers, 

regarding them as socially, economicalJy, and racially inferior, 

more insistent on special concessions like bilingual ballots, and 

on government handouts, and less willing to assimilate than 

earlier generations had been. These negative attitudes find 

their focus in attacks on minority languages, which are all too 

obviously badges of ethnicity. 

Recently Hispanic immigration has raised new e),.'Pressions of al1.;,iety 

in that vein. Victor Davis Hanson, a fifth-generation Californian, argues 

that continuation of the status quo--with virtually open borders, and 

multiculturalism in the schools-would mean a general breakdown of the 

old assimilationist model. If so, we would end up with Mexifornia-he has 

written a book with this title-a "hybrid civilization," in which "Spanish 

has equal status with English and there is little Americanization." 

Political scientist Samuel P Huntington, chairman of the Harvard 

Academy for International and Area Studies, claims that "the single 

most immediate and most serious challenge to America's traditional 

identity comes from the immense and continuing immigration from 

Latin America, especially Mexico." In a book entitled Who Are vve) 
Huntington says that Mexican immigration is unique and contradicts 

the tradition of assimilation. He summarized his argument in Foreign 

Policy magazine. Previous ethnic groups arrived in waves that began and 

ended, giving time for the immigrants to be assimilated, whereas the 

i\1exican wave is continuous. Mexicans, he argues, do not assimilate 

and become truly American, because they do not embrace American 

values and ideals: they do not share the work ethic inherited from 

America's Anglo-Protestant culture; they do not have the same hunger 

for education; proportionately fewer go to college; fewer have incomes 

above $50,000 a year; fewer hold managerial positions. Moreover, he 

claims, "As their numbers increase, Mexican Americans feel increas

ingly comfortable with their own culture and often contemptuous of 
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American culture." Hispanic people, finding strength in numbers, cre

ate a growing Latin influence in entertainment, advertising, and poli

tics. One index foretells the future: "In 1998, Jose replaced Michael as 

the most popular name for newborn boys in both California and 

Texas." Further, the Mexican fertility rate is higher than for other 

Americans, "a characteristic of developing countries." 

This assault brought instant rebuttal. David Brooks, a columnist in 

the New York Times, wrote that the most persuasive evidence is against 

Huntington, because "Mexicans are assimilating." He quotes the book 

Remaking the American Mainstream, by Richard Alba of the State University 

of New York at Albany and Victor Nee of Cornell: "Although there are 

some border neighborhoods where immigrants are slow to learn Eng

lish, Mexicans nationwide know they must learn it to get ahead. By the 

third generation, 60 percent of Mexican-American children speak only 

English at home." Objecting to Huntington's use of the term ''Anglo

Protestant" to describe American culture, Brooks argues, "There are no 

significant differences between Mexican-American lifestyles and other 

American lifestyles. They serve in the military-and die for this na

tion-at comparable rates." 

Anxieties/perils/visions liJ<e Huntington's are not new, but since 

1981 they have been driving a national movement to make English the 

official language of the United States. It surprises many people to know 

that English has never had any constitutional privilege. The movement 

to change was supported by such prominent people as the late Alistair 

Cooke and Senator S. I. Hayakawa. Cooke wrote, "The day that the 

immigrant's tongue becomes the first language of any community or

God forbid-a state, the American experiment will be in serious jeop

ardy of falling apart." Hayakawa, the noted semantics professor who 

became a senator, introduced the English Language Amendment to the 

constitution in 1981 and helped found the organization US. English, to 

promote it nationally. He wrote, "In order for us to cooperate most fully 

with our families, friends, neighbors, co-workers, and fellow citizens, we 
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must not only have a language; we must have a common language. If 

we do not, our future holds a terrifying potential for conflict." The 

movement sees efforts at bilingual education in schools and government 

concessions to non-English speakers, such as election ballots in foreign 

languages, as wrongheaded, because they slow the acqUIsition of Eng

lish and hence assimilation. 

For some there is also an immigration reform agenda. The US. Eng

lish organization suffered a public-relations disaster in 1988, when Dr. 

John Tanton, another founder, advocated forced sterilization as a 

means of population and immigration controL Several noted support

ers, including Walter Cronkite and Linda Chavez, an influential His

panic Republican, resigned in protest. 

The English Language Amendment to the US. Constitution, al

though frequently reintroduced, has gone nowhere. In 1988, Congress 

held one day of hearings. Dennis Baron wrote that the hearings reiter

ated the two arguments that have informed such discussions for two 

centuries: an insistence that English is the glue holding an ethnically di

verse America together, and a fear that official-language legislation 

masks racial discrimination-in this case against Hispanic Americans. 

Claims that English is the key to an understanding of American ideals 

are balanced against warnings that voters will be disenfranchised and 

the public safety endangered by restrictions on government use of lan

guages other than English. 

There has been more action in the states, about half of which have 

enacted official-language laws, although the demand for such action 

has quieted down recently. In the late 1990s, Colorado, Florida, and 

Arizona passed laws, though only Arizona's had teeth: it said that no 

public official could communicate in any language other than English. 

But federal law administered by state officials often required translation 

into other languages. State employees, saying they had to obey federal 

law, sued and won. The law was overturned by a US. circuit court, and 
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the US. Supreme Court refused to hear an appeaL Now the movement
 

has descended to the municipal level, with a town here or there passing
 

an English-only ordinance, which has little effect.
 

The impracticality of such laws is obvious, given the American econ

omy's apparent need for millions of Hispanic immigrants. Though gen

erations of educated Hispanics have advanced in all areas of American 

life, the recent arrivals from poor villages in Mexico do much of the 

menial work in this country. Predominantly in the Southwest, but all 

over the country, Latino men and women wash restaurant dishes, make 

motel beds, care for children, clean hospital rooms, mow lawns and 

trim hedges, and do small construction projects. They also cultivate and 

pick the fruit and vegetables that fill our supermarkets. They do these 

tasks for wages lower than non-Hispanic Americans will accept, often 

below minimum wage, and although it is illegal, they can be exploited 

by employers-blackmailed, in effect-for being undocumented aliens. 

The jobs they fill cannot be exported directly to the Third World, but 

these low-wage workers are imported from it, and the effect on the 

global economy is the same. 

More recently, President Bush proposed granting legal status to some 

of the eight million workers in the country employed illegally, giving 

them renewable work visas. But eventually the illegals would have to re

turn to Mexico, or wherever they came from. Democrats criticized that 

plan for not helping such immigrants move toward citizenship; some 

Republicans felt it did not do enough to slow down the flow of Mexi

cans across the border. 

To what extent is the fear of reconquest justified? 

Certainly, in one mundane part of our culture, Mexico has "con

quered" a portion of the American food market. The OED recently 

noted the growing popularity of Mexican food by adding huevos rancheros 

(eggs on a tortilla with sausage, beans, and salsa). In the mid-1990s, 

a taste milestone was passed when sales of salsa exceeded those of 
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ketchup. Food terms such as taco, enchilada, chili, burrito, ceviehe, empanada, 

guacamole,Jalapeiio, and tamale are common m the American vocabulary 

from the proliferation of Tex-Nlex and Mexican restaurants, and super

markets as far away as New England offer large sections with Mexican 

ingredients. But that is broadening American tastes. Reconquest, taken 

literally in the linguistic sense, would mean the replacement of English 

by Spanish-the whole enchilada, so to speak. In cities like Laredo it might 

appear that this is happening, but there is contrary evidence tor exam

ple, Spanish appears to be losing ground in San Antonio, where the 

very old Hispanic population has now been in large part assimilated 

into the Anglo community. 

* * * 

To pursue this question, we traveled to California, another part of the 

former Spanish overseas empire, to explore the degree to which Span

ish is "reconquering" the country's most populous state. 

V,That is evident is that when Spanish and English rub against each 

other intimately they produce hybrids. Our first stop was a television sta

tion in Los Angeles, and a program called Mex 2 the Max, starring Patricia 

Lopez, a former fashion model, who has a new career as a VJ, or video 

Jockey. I'Vith a lot of brio, Patly introduces Latino and salsa videos and an

swers e-mails from fans. The language she uses is Spanglish, half English, 

half Spanish, breaking £I'om one to the other in the course of a sentence. 

Here's how her show kicked off on the day we visited the studios of 

LATV 

PATTY LOPEZ. Qye hora es) Es la hora de la buena muszca aqui en 

Mex 2 the Max. That's right, baby I hope 

you guys are sittin' down, because we have 

an hour-a fun-filled hour for you guys. 

7enemos a la scena de La Chica Sexy con los 

Chzcanos de Tyuana de esta noche 
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['i\That's the time? It's time for good music 

here on Mex 2 the Max. That's right, baby I 

hope you guys are sittin' down, because we 

have an hour-a fun-filled hour for you 

guys. We have the video of The Sexy Chzck 

along with the Tijuana Boys for tonight.] 

In one of the regular features of Mex 2 the Max Patty Lopez reads out
 

e-mailsfromfansandviewerswhowanttorequestaspecialsong.This
 

one came from someone called Angel:
 

ANGEL'S E-MAIL:	 Estaba cambiando los eanales,y mzre su pro

gramay se me hzzO muy interesante. I would 

like to ask you to play "El Gavilan" se 

llama Ricardo Cerda. Thanks and good 

luck. Love ya always, Angel. 

[lNhile channel surfing, I saw your 

program and found it very interesting. I 

would like to ask you to play "The Spar

row," sung by Ricardo Cerda. Thanks 

and good luck. Love ya always, Angel.] 

Patty says a lot of Latin people come to the States-"I mean we are 

everywherel"-who might not feel comfortable speaking English, and 

"we are putting it out there for them." She says, "I think it's going to be 

mandatory for people to have to learn Spanish, because it's going to be 

the second language of the States." Her father is seventy-two and 

doesn't speak English, "because you know that you can get by not speak

ing it here." 

We left Patty plugging La Chica Sexy, the mildest of erotic videos, in 

which buffoonish men leered at a woman prancing about in a bikini 

and got bopped by their wives. 
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Spanglish is not the only Spanish-English hybrid. Linguist Carmen 

Fought has been studying Chicano, one of the street talks in Latino Los 

Angeles. She says, "Chicano English is a dialect of English that grew out 

of the historical contact between English and Spanish in the Southwest. 

Vou get articles written that say that Chicano English is just a step on the 

way to mastery of English. And that's not true at alL Chicano English is 

now its own vibrant, thriving dialect. It's not going anywhere." 

There is also a Chicano Spanish, Spanish with heavy and literal bor

rowings from English. Te llamar para tras is a literal translation of the 

English phrase I'll call )IOU back, which Carmen described as very awk

ward Spanish that would not be used by Spanish speakers elsewhere. 

Her research has concentrated on Chicano English, much of it among 

high-school students who had Spanish-speaking parents. 

Carmen says that the way Chicano English developed tells us some

thing about language, cognition, and the human brain. Mexican immi

grants learned English as a second language, an accented variety that 

included sounds and othe:r patterns from their first language, Spanish. 

Their children, however, grew up speaking both languages. They used the 

"learner English" of their parents as a basis for developing a new, native 

dialect of English. Carmen taught believes that the emergence of Chi

cano is similar in some ways to the development of pidgins and creoles. 

She took us to a nearby park, to watch some kids playing touch foot

ball in the sunshine of a late afternoon and to listen to the conversation 

of two boys who were watching from a park bench. At first they were im

possible to understand, their voices rising and falling in a way that was 

unmistakably Hispanic. The wordfool sounded likefioh, and the word 

hotness was pronounced like highness. But after a while our ears grew more 

attuned to Michael (interestingly, notJose) andJesse. Here is a sample: 

MICHAEL: So wassup, dawg? \,yhat's cracking, dawg? 

vVhat's crackin' tomorrow? 

JESS E Barbecue. 
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MICHAEL:	 Yeah. vVassup, man? vVe gonna throw a party? 

Wassup? 

JESSE: "\That girls you gonna have over there? 

MICHAEL Man, all I'm saying, all I know is that there's 

gonna be a bunch of primas there. 

JESSE What about the, what about the party you took 

Mark to? Mark Ramirez. 

MICHAEL: Southgate? 

JESSE: Yeah, Southgate.
 

MICHAEL: That's his family, fooL
 

JESSE Nah, you serious?
 

MICHAEL: There's a bunch of hotness over there.
 

JESSE: Nah.
 

Carmen said words like wassup and some other features are shared
 

by Chicano and African American English. The Chicano term hotness
 

means good-looking girls.
 

j£SSE	 What about these fools? Thmk they're gonna 

grow up to be some real football or what? 

MICHAEL	 Man, that little short fool with cutoff sleeves, 

he's my cousin, dawg. He might probably be 

something. 

Carmen said the use of fool is very common, and occasionally when 

she was doing fieldwork "they would actually call me jool You know, just 

kind of slipping it in there the same way we might use man or gu)'." 

Many people believe that Chicano is spoken by people whose first lan

guage is Spanish and who don't speak English. ButJesse doesn't in fact 

speak Spanish. "Only enough to throw in a few words, and those words 

actually tend to be taboo or swear words usually, when kids just know a 

few Spanish words." 
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This is the classic pattern, that the first generation born in the 

United States will often retam the home language, but by the second 

generation born here the home language is very often lost. 

Carmen vigorously refutes the claim by Vicente Fox and Carlos 

Fuentes that Latinos are achieving a linguistic reconquest of America. 

Fuentes may be a great writer, she says, but neither he nor Vicente Fox 

has done research on language spread and change. They are not experts 

on the subject. She says that all of the linguists who have studied the sub

ject, without exception, say that by the second generation born here of 

Mexican-born ancestors, Spanish is 50 percent gone. By the third gen

eration, Spanish is 100 percent gone. People are misled into thinking 

that Spanish is becoming dominant because, unlike immigration by 

other groups, which came in waves that began and ended, the Hispanic 

migration is a continuous flow. So there are always newly arrived Span

ish speakers who give the impression of dominating a region or part of 

a city In fact, they are assimilating at the same generational rate as other 

language groups. 

She said it was fascinating to see a young man who looks Mexi

can, looks very much like someone who people will think speaks Span

ish, and who speaks in a rhythm that sounds as though he speaks 

Spanish, but who, when you ask, will say he knows no Spanish-not 

even enough to order a burrito in a takeout-food place. 

In her research, Carmen found that speakers in the Mexican Amer

ican community were losing Spanish very rapidly. Some of them were 

disappointed about that, but many had corne into school when they 

were five or six years old, speaking Spanish only; by high school, when 

they vvere seventeen or eighteen, they had lost it completely. English 

was completely dominant. 

"So," Carmen concluded, "I don't think that Spanish is a threat to 

English in any way. I think, if anything, it's Spanish that is in danger 

and that we might want to look out for." 
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Although other factors may be involved, the census data from 1990 

and 2000 appear to document what she observes. Take three cities with 

large Hispanic populations in Texas: 

In San Antonio, in 1990, among children five to seventeen years old, 

108,885 said they "speak only English." By 2000, that group had grown 

by 36 percent, to 148,596. Of Spanish speakers of the same ages, in 

1990, 48,188 said they "speak English very well." By 2000, the figure 

was 54,230, an increase of 12 percent. 

For people in San Antonio aged eighteen to sixty-foul~ there was sim

ilar growth in English speaking over the decade Thus, across a large 

range of ages, the number of people who spoke only English increased 

in a decade, as did the numbers of Spanish speakers who spoke English 
very well. 

Dallas and Houston receive more fresh Mexican immigrants than 

San Antonio, but the census data from those cities do not show dra

matic gains for Spanish. In Dallas the number of people under seven

teen who spoke only English fell by 2 percent from 1990 to 2000, but in 

Houston that number rose by 6 percent. Spanish speakers who spoke 

English "very well" increased in Dallas by 79 percent, in Houston by 

58 percent. Among people aged eighteen to sixty-four, the number of 

those who spoke only English fell by 6 percent in Dallas over the 

decade, in Houston by 2 percent. But among older people who spoke 

Spanish at home but spoke English "very well," the .figures favored En

glish, increasing in Dallas by 58 percent and in Houston by 51 percent. 

So the census data do not provide evidence of a massive shift away from 

English acquisition, the first step in becoming assimilated. 

* * * 

Let us return to La. Cucaracha, the nationally syndicated comic strip cre

ated by Lalo Alcaraz, a thirty-eight-year-old resident of Los Angeles, 

who says he carries a "huge chip on his shoulder" from his pocho 
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upbringing Pocho means a _\1exican born in the United States and con

sidered by real Mexicans to be so assimilated that they call him "Amer

ican." Alcaraz says he's not Mexican enough for his relatives in Mexico, 

and not American enough for some in the United States. But there is a 

certain symbolism in the fact that he writes the sharp dialogue for his 

young Latino cartoon characters not in Spanish, or Spanglish, or Chi

cano, but mostly standard American English, and that to access past 

news stories about the cartoon on the Internet you are instructed to 

"Click aki." 

* * * 

Whatever the disagreements between the political scientists and the lin

guists, one statistic is indisputable. In 2003, Hispanics passed African 

Americans as the largest minority in the country. Given rates of immi

gration and natural increase, that disparity is likely to grow. As Hispan

ics become more influential culturally, economically, and politically, 

what will the consequences be for America's blacks, who still face their 

OViD challenges and discrimination over language;> 

six 

Bad-mouthing BLack EngLish 

The inner cities of America-the term is often a euphemism for black 

ghettos-can look very different from one another. Harlem, with its 

stock of once-grand New York brownstones, has a different appearance 

from Watts in Los Angeles, with its small, one-story houses surrounded 

by chain-link fences. But these communities with heavy concentrations 

of African Americans often have many features in common: poor

quality housing, private or public; high rates of unemployment, school 

truancy, and dropouts, of drug dealing and abuse, of jJlegitimate births, 

of violent crime; and an absence of adult males, because such dispro

portionate numbers of them, relative to white communities, are in jail. 

The black communities share similar rates of poverty. In 2002, one in 

four African American households lived below the federal poverty level. 

In New York County, where Harlem is located, it was one in three; in 

Los Angeles County, one black household in five. 

These communities also have in common a vibrant culture and lan

guage, Black English, which lies at the vital center of that culture. But 

language may also be a factor in perpetuating the social morbidity-for 

instance, why 27 percent of blacks fail to graduate from high school, 

compared with 16 percent of whites; and why only 14 percent of blacks 

get a college degree, compared with 26 percent of whites. 
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It is one of the paradoxes of American life that white America both 

is fascinated by black culture and disapproves of it, embracing it and 

bad-mouthing it simultaneously. The very word bad-mouth carries in itself 

a miniature history of Black English. According to linguist Geneva 

Smitherman of Michigan State Umversity, bad-mouthmg came from the 

West African language Mandingo: dajugu meant "slander, abuse," liter

ally "bad mouth." Now it is one of many words white America has bor

rowed from Black English. Professor Smitherman's book Black Talk 

gives seventeen hundred "words and phrases from the Hood to the 

Amen Corner" (the neighborhood to the corner of a church where 

older women frequently say "amen"), and almost one in ten has 

"crossed over" into general American usage. 

Even as it borrows, hOVliever, white America continues to bad-mouth 

the source, the dialect that linguists call African American Vernacular 

English. It has been called "this appalling English dialect ... gutter 

slang ... the dialect of the pimp, the idiom of the gang-banger and the 

street thug." Not only white commentators but middle-class African 

Americans have often been as negative. Yet this is the speech of millions 

of Americans in inner cities aJl over the United States, a speech that is 

remarkably consistent from place to place, more consistent than the 

speech of white Americans from city to city An African American in 

Detroit will sound much more like his soul brothers in Philadelphia and 

Los Angeles than will the white inhabitants of the same cities. Black 

English has become a national form of speech. Its common features

such as he start for he starts; we going instead of we ate going; and we be gomg 

for a habitual action-can be heard everywhere. Those features, and 

many subtler ones, are the speech of the urban ghettos. They are aJso 

increasingly often being appropriated by some Hispanic and Asian 

Arnericans, and by middle-class white youths finding a coven prestige 

or generational protest in imitating black speech. 

So little attention had been paid to the language of America's black 

population that in the 1920s H. 1" Mencken could seriously claim, 
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"The Negro dialect, as we know it today, seems to have been formu

lated by the song writers for minstrel shows." Mencken meant the at

tempts to render black speech in writing, calling it "a vague and 

artificial lingo which had little relation to the actual speech of the 

Southern blacks." 

A great deaJ of attention has subsequently been paid by linguists, es

pecially after World War II, but the origins of black speech have only 

been partially uncovered. 

The first generation of research surmised that blacks' speech derived 

from pieces of dialects brought by their slave owners from different 

parts of England. One example would be the use of axe instead of ask 

Frederic G. Cassidy, editor of the Dzctionary oj American Regional English, 

notes that in Old English the word was acszan but over time the "ks" 

sound was reversed. The old verb axe appears fully conjugated in 

Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde-axe, axen, axed. More than four centuries 

later, in the novels of Anthony Trollope, axe appears in the mouths of 

country squires speaking their local Barchester dialect. In fact, a.;'Ce was 

used by Southern white speakers until recent years, when it fell out of 

favor because it had become such a marker for black speech. 

When linguists tried systematically to match English dialect forms 

with patterns of coloniaJ migration and slaveholding, the Angliczst theory 

fell apart. It was supplanted by the creole theory, that African American 

English is a descendant of English pidgins developed during the slave 

trade. Pidgins passed on to another generation to become creoles. 

In The Story oj English, we followed this theory back to its origins in 

West Africa, to Mambolo, a trading post up the Great Scearcies River 

in Sierra Leone. British and American slavers working up rivers like this 

introduced the English language to the African middlemen from whom 

they bought the slaves. Three hundred years ago, blacks and whites 

communicated in a simplified English known as pidgzn. This Anglo

African mixture is still the lingua franca on the river, as we heard from 

the boatmen on the dock touting for passengers to Freetown, shouting, 
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"Freetown-Freetown-Freetown, now-now-now-now," and, "Verygood

verygood-verygood." Navigating through the sandbanks, the captain 

told the helmsman, "Go small-small," for "very slow." 

Near the coast, on Bunce Island, are the ruins of an old fort where 

nevvly captured slaves were penned up. To prevent revolts, traders 

mL'Ced slaves who spoke different African languages. The traders spoke 

to them in pidgin English, and the slaves used and elaborated it to speak 

among themselves. So, even before they left Africa in the infamous slave 

ships, they were speaking a version of English that was all their own. 

John Baugh, a Stanford University linguist, himself African Ameri

can, said that these "are the very origins of contemporary African 

American English." 

We also filmed on the Sea Islands off South Carolina-Kiawah, 

Edisto, Daufuskie, and Wadmalaw-Iow-Iying barrier islands, sandy on 

the seaward side, wooded and marshy toward the mainland. Once, rice 

and cotton were grown on plantations here. An infestation of the boll 

weevil killed the cotton in the 1920s, and the islanders now survive on 

general farming, fishing, and a lot of vacationing mainlanders. The 

novelist Pat Conroy taught school for a year on Daufuskie and de

scribed its fictional representation, Yamacraw, like this: 

The island is fringed with the green, undulating marshes of the 

southern coast; shrimp boats ply the waters around her and 

fishermen cast their lines along her bountiful shores. Deer cut 

through her forests in small, silent herds. The great southern 

oaks stand broodingly on her banks. The island and the waters 

around her teem with life. There is something eternal and in

destructible about the tide-eroded shores and the dark threat

ening silences of the swamps in the heart of the island. 

This was where people spoke Gullah, one of the early precursors of 

today's African American Vernacular, and 1;\-venty years ago you could 
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still hear faint whispers of that original slave English. Older people, 

such as Benjamin Bligen and his sister Janie Hunter, were among the 

last natural Gullah speakers. Benjamin, who was mending his seine net 

before going fishing for ashtas (oysters) and rusrys (crabs), sat with Janie 

in the shade of those old trees as we listened to their conversation: 

JANIE: AU these trees here are medicine. 

BENJAMIN Yeah, yeah.
 

JMHE ·We're sat down 'neath medicine right now.
 

BENJAMIN: Yeah, yeah.
 

JANIE: All them was medicine. I'm looking at medicine 

ever' day
 

BENJAMIN· Yeah. Like molasses.
 

JANIE: \'\Thite root.
 

BENJAMIN: All them things.
 

JANIE. Big girl. Red oak fire
 

BENJAMIN: Yeah, yeah.
 

JANIE: All those was medicine.
 

BENJAMIN Oh yeah.
 

JANIE Papa had a whole bag full. He'd say, "Go in the 

loft, get a piece of bark, and give it to drink." 

BENJAMIN Go to bed with fever, wake up in the mornin', 

fever gone.
 

JANIE: Fever gone, boy Done sweat that fever out.
 

BENJAMIN: Oh yeah.
 

JANlE. Oh, they was good time.
 

BENJAMIN: Good times, good times.
 

JANIE Good times. They time is still here right now.
 

But they, they just don't want to own it.
 

BENJAMIN Oh yeah.
 

JANIE: But I still old-time and I'll keep myoId time
 

here.
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BENJAMIN. Oh yeah 

JANIE: Nothing like it. 

BENJAMIN Give me that old-time religion. 

We left them singing "Give Me That Old Time Religion"-voices 

from the past, because today both brother and sister have passed on, 

and Gullah is kept alive only as a cultural artifact and tourist attraction, 

no longer a living language. 

How the original slave speech or plantation creole developed de

pended on the period, location, and circumstances of slave manage

ment. Linguists Guy Bailey and Patricia Cukor-Avila write that in the 

colonial period black slaves and white indentured servants often worked 

together, and relationships between the races were more fluid than later. 

There were differences in the Upper and Lower South, slaves who were 

nearer the coast in the Lower South, the location of the largest planta

tions, often having minimal contact with whites. After the Revolution, 

more than 10 percent of the slaves in the Upper South were freed, and 

for the rest restrictions were relaxed, so there was more racial contact. 

Then, in 1793, the cotton gin was invented, and that led to a huge 

grovl'th in cotton production. Cultivation spread west into Mississippi 

and Texas and led to a dramatic increase in the importation of slaves. 

This "cotton kingdom" was characterized by very large plantations 

with big slave populations working the fields. When slavery ended, this 

society was the source of many of the most important products of 

African American Vernacular culture-for instance, blues, jazz, and 

rock-and-roll music. 

After the Civil War, the plantation system was replaced by share

cropping and tenant farming, for blacks and whites, and the emergence 

of general stores as the anchor of the Southern economy. In these 

stores, both races mingled to buy tools and provisions, and to secure 

credit against their future crops. Then industrialization began, the Jim 
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Crow laws were passed, and the races were again segregated. By the 

early twentieth century, frustrated blacks began migrating north to what 

they called "the Promised Land." 

One community in East Central Texas has changed little since the 

days of tenant farming and has been the focus of intensive research by 

Bailey and Cukor-Avila for clues to the evolution of modern Black En

glish. We reached what they called "Springville" after driving across 

miles of flatJand, past the mesmerizing blur of furrows recently plowed 

in soil enriched by periodic flooding of the Brazos River. In winter it is 

cold; in summer, stiflingly hot. Because there are few trees and no hills, 

you can see for miles, as you can hear the whistles of the endless trains 

carrying freight for the Southern Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads. 

Springville is a tiny community now, sandwiched between two lines, 

trembling every few minutes as the trains rumble through. 

The same family has owned the redbrick general store for more than 

a century, and it appears hardly to have changed. A cast-iron stove sits 

in the middle, for fires on freezing winter days, when customers, black 

and white, would linger for the warmth. On a slight elevated platform 

are a nineteenth-century desk and an ancient contraption that holds the 

accounts of customers. Dusty showcases display a modest selection of 

groceries, notions, and dry goods. At the back is the small post office. 

The store appears caught in a time warp. 

It was here that Patricia Cukor-Avila, of the University of North 

Texas, conducted her early research nearly t:vvo decades ago. Rarely 

does linguistic research in anyone community extend over such a long 

period of time, and to achieve this, she said, it was necessary to win the 

trust of the locals: "When I first started out with this project, I would 

basically hang out there most of the day and interact with people who 

came in and talk with them, not necessarily record right at first, until I 

got to know people. The mail is still delivered at the store-there is no 

mail delivery. So that always ensured a nice crowd of people coming in 
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about the time that the mail would be brought to the store and then put 

up into the various postal boxes. People oftentimes don't just come to 

get their mail and leave. They come, get their mail, sit down, open it, 

sit around, and talk." 

By concentrating in this way, she and Bailey have been able to look 

at how speech changes over time in a single community. Over time in 

the case of Springville meant an extraordinary chance to hear voices 

that literally go back to the days of slavery, and the changes since. In the 

1930s and early 1940s, workers from the Works Progress Administra

tion made a series of recordings and photographs in this part of Texas. 

Among their subjects "vere elderly black people who were born into 

slavery in the United States, the children or grandchildren of slaves 

brought directly from Africa. Although the legal slave trade ended in 

1808, Bailey says that didn't end the illegal importation of slaves. In The 

Emergence qj Black English, editors Bailey, Cukor-Avila, and Natalie 

Maynor argue that illegal importation was heaviest in the cotton lands 

from the Mississippi Delta to Texas. One of the former slaves inter

viewed by the WPA was born in Liberia, captured there in the 1850s, 

and brought to Texas as a child. 

It is haunting to look at the photos of these black people, their work

worn bodies in shabby clothing, yet their faces to us expressing a dig

nity that seems to be absent from the faces of some of the gaunt, 

half-starved white migrants in the famous photographs of the dust

bowl victims of the same Depression years Suddenly slavery advances 

out of the "long ago" to within living memory, an impression reinforced 

by listening to people's voices. 

One WPA interviewee was Laura Smalley of Hempstead, Texas, 

south of Springville, in the same river country, known as Brazos Bot

tom. Laura was born to a slave mother imported from Mississippi; she 

said she was nine when "freedom broke," her term for the Emancipa

tion Proclamation of 1863. Lincoln's proclamation freeing slaves in the 
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Confederate states, in the middle of the Civil War, was issued onJanu

ary 1; the slaves in Texas were not told of it untilJune. She said, ''All of 

them went to the house to see old master. An' I thought old master was 

dead, but he wasn' .... He had been off to the war, an' come back. All 

the niggers gathered aroun' to see 01' master again. You know, an' 01' 

master didn' tell, you know, they was free.... They worked there, I 

think now they say they worked them six months after that, six months. 

And turn them loose on the nineteen of June. That's why, you know, 

they celebrate that day. Colored folks celebrates that day." 

It is true that in TexasJune 19-orJuneteenth, as they call it-was a 

bigger holiday for blacks than the Fourth of July and is still widely cel

ebrated. 

Laura's descriptions of slave life were graphic, like this scene when a 

house slave known as Aunt M was accused by her mistress of hurting 

her when she took her by the wrists and made her sit in a rocking chair. 

Laura recounted what happened when the master came home and his 

wife complained the slave had hurt her. 

An' he ask her then, says, "What you doing in this house here, 

hurting her 01' mistress?" Say, "She wasn't hurting no 01' mis

tress, she was jus', when mistress started whoop her, she sat her 

down." But they taken that 01' woman, poor 01' woman, carried 

her in the peach orchard an' Whipped her. An' you know, jus' 

tied her han' this-a-way, you know, 'roun' the peach orchard 

tree, I can remember that jus' as well, look like to me I can, and 

'roun' the tree an' whipped her. You know, she couldn' do noth

ing but jus' kick her feet, you know, jus' kick her feet. But they 

jus' had her clothes off down to her wais', you knOw. They 

didn' have her plum[b] naked, but they had her clothes down 

to her waist. An' every now and then they'd whip her, you know, 

an' then snuff the pipe out on her, you know, jus' snuff pipe out 
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on her. You know, the embers in the pipe. Man, he sure did 

whip her. Well, he whipped her so that at night they had to 

grease her back, grease her back. .. Later that evening they 

give her her dinner. Lay there and watch, she was whipped so 

bad, you know, she din' want to eat, you knOw. If they whip you 

half a day, you ain't want to eat. Not at all. No 

In transcribing the accounts of such barbarity, the researchers were 

intrigued to notice how different this speech was from current African 

American Vernacular English. Bailey said, "In some respects the syntax 

and grammar were more similar to white speech of the time." Many of 

the features common to contemporary Black English are absent from 

the "slave" tapes, for instance, what linguists call "the invariant be," as 

in they be working, and the "deleted copula," leaving out the auxiliary 

verb in they workzng. 

Bailey and Cukor-Avila interviewed people of several generations 

living in Springville in the 1980s and 1990s, using pseudonyms, as they 

did with "''\filly,'' who grew up on a farm close to the store and worked 

in agriculture all his life. Patricia said he was "a very good example of 

what we would call older African American speech patterns." We 

recorded a conversation between Willy and Guy Bailey. 

GUY:	 You told me that when you were a little boy you 

did a lot of hunting and stuff. 

WILLY: Yuh, I hunted a little bit, yuh. 

GUY: What alJ'dya hunt? 

WILLY Armadillo, rabbit, and anything I could catch! 

GUY Is that right? Is the armadillo pretty good to eat? 

WILLY: Yessir, he good, sir. 

GUY I've never had armadillo. What's it taste like? 

WILLY' Taste good. Like chicken. 
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GUY: Is that right?
 

WILLY' Yessir. You cook it right, sir.
 

GUY' Is that right? How d'you cook it?
 

WILLY' Well, sir, my momma she boil him. Boil him. In a
 

pot, you knOw. 

GUY Uh huh. 

W1LLY: Put some onion rind in, make gravy, fry him. 

And Willy concluded, "Hard times in my day. Yessir. We work hard, 

sir." The researchers found that the speech of older black people like 

Willy also lacked the features of modern city Black English and more 

resembled the Southern white speech of their time. Here is an example 

of some dialogue recorded by Cukor-Avila in the general store between 

Rupert, born in 1916, and Slim, born in 1932, both African Americans. 

Rupert was well known locally for stories about his encounters with a 

ghost, the "Little Man." 

SLIM	 It's a little man that follows him aroun'. A
 

little short man. He ask him for cigarettes an'
 

things.
 

RUPERT	 Oh jus' about that tall. He followed me one 

night. Right over there. Clean to the house. 

An' uh, I didn't see anythin'. I started tumin' in 

the yar'. Here comes somethin' followin' behin' 

me. I turned aroun' an' there he standin' right in 

the middle of the yar'. "What's your name? 

You'd better tell me your name." I said, "Come 

up on me I'm gonna cut ya l " ... Me an' uh, me 

an' 01' Moses was sittin' over there. Moses went 

back to the highway. I said, "Who is that?" Moses 

said, "Oh that's a dog." No that wasn' no dog. I 
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said, "That was human being l " Moses said, "Oh 

yes l Most those devils are human l " 

But the younger the Springville African Americans they studied, the 

more the speech began to resemble urban black speech of today. Patri

cia Cukor-Avila compared thirty-two grammatical features in the 

speech patterns of whites and blacks in the periods 1920-40, 1940-60, 

and after 1960. One notable feature that is easy for nonlinguists to 

grasp is the use of "s" on the third person singular of verbs. Among 

black speakers of the earlier periods, like Rupert and Slim above, the 

use of the "s" (as in he goes to work) is typical; it starts to shift in the next 

generation, and is gone in the speech of Springville residents born af

ter 1960. The youngest were saying things like, His sister go where she need 

to go. Cukor-Avila describes this as a "new development" within the 

African American Vernacular English grammatical system. Besides 

the loss of the "s," other innovations are the use of be plus a verb in the 

present participle-for example, he be working-and the use of had plus 

a past-tense verb, as in l!fsterday 1had went, or Yesterday 1had saw him; these 

features were not found in black speech before 'World War II. 

These insights led Bailey and Cukor-Avila to conclude that urban 

black speech appeared to be diverging from rather than converging with 

white speech, as a result of the great black migration to the North. Start

ing during World War I, which created a Northern demand for black la

bor, and lasting until the 1970s, some six million blacks left the rural 

South for the major cities of the North. There whites and blacks did not 

mix. In fact, the movement of Southern blacks into city centers often 

started "white flight" to the suburbs, creating black ghettos. Bailey said, 

"In the large cities you had spatial segregation but you also had the for

mation of separate communities often with a kind of oppositional cul

ture to the rest of the US. This created an ideal context for African 

American Vernacular English to develop along a sort of separate track." 

Here are some examples of the product of that separate develop
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ment. They were collected by John Baugh in his fieldwork. This is a
 

black man of sixty-two:
 

Inside of you, you gotta mind. There's a mind that be workin' 

that's constant, that never sleep ... it's yo subconscious mind, 

which never go to sleep on you. Because ... I think when it's 

gone, you done lef' the world anyway But your subconscious 

mind is steady workin' This is why men don' live as long as 

womens because there is so much that's pressin' on you. And 

this is why that black people is hypertension; more of us die 

from high blood pressure because of that strain. We live under 

that shit constant. .. It's no black person livin' free in the 

United States; I don' care how rich he is. 

Some other examples were collected by John Baugh in Philadelphia 

and Los Angeles. 

When the baby be sleep, and the othe' kids be at school, and 

my husband be at work, then ... I might can finally sit down. 

She told David they Mama had went to Chicago to see her sis

ter and her sister's new baby 

If he lay a hand on my kid again, I'll be done killed that moth

erfucker. 

Bailey believes that white and black grammars "are very different to

day, probably more different than they've ever been. And their 

phonologies [sound systems) aren't very similar either; it's a kind of in

dependent development." William Labov of Philadelphia says that to

day "the African American community are carried even further away 

on a separate current of grammatical change ... as a consequence of 
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the large and increasing residential segregation of African Americans 

in Northern cities." 
To speak of black "grammar" will disconcert many Americans, white 

or black, who think that Black English is merely a lazy or broken En

glish. Washmgton Post columnist William Raspberry once called it "a lan

guage that has no right or wrong expressions, no consistent spellings or 

pronunciations, and no discernible rules." That is a common assump

tion, except among linguists. In 1969, William Labov analyzed the 

speech of blacks in Philadelphia and in Harlem and concluded that 

Black English had a consistent internal structure, grammar, and syntax. 

LinguistJohn Baugh wrote that Labov's research, "The Logic of Non

standard English," "was the single most important article ever written 

that debunked the pervasive linguistic fallacies associated with cognitive

deficit hypotheses"-that is, the fallacy that speakers of Black English 

were somehow mentally backward. In 1997, Labov told a Senate hear

ing: "This African American Vernacular English is a dialect of English, 

which shares most of the grammar and vocabulary with other dialects of 

English. But it is distinctively different in many ways, and more different 

from standard English than any other dialect spoken in Continental 

North America. It is not a set of slang words, or a random set of gram

matical mistakes, but a well formed set of rules of grammar and pro

nunciation that is capable of conveying complex logic and reasoning." 

There is still a dispute, too specialized for nonlinguists like us, over 

whether the creole theory of black linguistic development means there is 

a deeply embedded structure in black language or whether, in Cukor

Avila's words, "factors such as education, age, and social class were also 

significant in determining linguistic choices." 

* * * 

We left Springville with the sobering realization that a hundred, even 

fifty years ago, rural blacks and whites sounded more alike than we 
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might have thought. Today, whites and inner-city blacks sound more 

different than we might have hoped. After decades of genuine civil

rights advances, and significant achievements by the growing black 

middle class, the majority of African Americans and white society are 

growing further apart, because more separate languages mean more 

separate peoples. 

That is where we come back to the fascinating paradox. \'Vhatever its 

evolution, urban black culture has from its earliest days had a profound 

influence on the popular culture of white America. Over a century of 

musical innovation-with ragtime,jazz, the blues, boogie-woogie, doo

wop, soul, rock and roll, and today hip-hop-generations of white 

Americans have embraced the black imagination, millions as avid con

sumers, some as crossover artists like Elvis Presley or the contemporary 

Eminem. John McWhorter, another Stanford University linguist, who 

is also African American, calls black sound, especially after the 1960s, 

"the cross-racial bedrock of the American musical sensibility." 

In the process of borrowing this sensibility, white America has also 

appropriated a lot of Black English Vernacular, whether slang or the 

code-speak that was part of Black English development from slavery 

days to keep whites, so to speak, in the dark. As the writer James Bald

win noted: "There was a moment in time and in this place when my 

brother, or my mother, or my father, or my sister had to convey to me, for 

example, the danger in which I was standing from the white man stand

ing just behind me, and to convey this with speed and in a language the 

white man could not possibly understand, and that, indeed, he cannot 

understand today." Baldwin had some ironic observations on how white 

Americans considered it hip or hep to pick up black expressions: 

Now, I do not know what white Americans would sound like if 

there had never been any black people in the United States, but 

they would not sound the way they sound. Jazz, for example, is 
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a very specific sexual term, as in)azz me, baby, but white people 

purified it into the Jazz Age. Sock zt to me, baby, which means, 

roughly, the same thing, has been adopted by Nathaniel 

Hawthorne's descendants with no qualms or hesitations at all, 

along with let it all hang out and right on! Beat to hzs socks, which was 

once the black's most total and despairing image of poverty, 

was transformed into a thing called the Beat Generation, which 

phenomenon was, largely, composed of "upright" middle class 

white people, imitating poverty, trying to get down, to get with it, 

doing their despairing best to be funky, which we the blacks 

never dreamed of doing-we werefunky, baby, like funk was go

ing out of style. 

Many other borrowings from blacks have enriched American En

glish-dance names such as cakewalk (the 2003 invasion of Iraq would be 

a cakewalk, according to some in the Bush administration),jitterbug, break 

dancing. To be cool, or heavy, became universally American. One wave of 

popularity for black idiom among whites came in the 1920s and 1930s, 

when it was cool for New Yorkers to go to Harlem to hear jazz greats like 

Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong but also the hepcat Cab Calloway, 

who created a 'Jive Talk Dictionary" in song, popularizing expressions 

such as hip (wise, sophisticated), In the groove (perfect), square (unhip), and 

clllck (girl), or a flip chzck (a beautiful girl). But the white hepcats drifted away, 

and Harlem became slum territory for decades after World War II, only 

beginning to enjoy a renaissance in the 1990s, when soaring Manhattan 

real-estate values made it desirable. That trend was symbolized when Bill 

Clinton chose to locate his post-presidential office in Harlem. 

But there is the other side to the black-white language paradox De

spite its enormous influence in popular culture, what is clear to black 

Americans and to any sensitive whites is that inner-city Black English, 

whatever its evolution, is a huge barrier to advancement in American 
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society, limiting prospects in education, employment, and housing. For 

years Stanford University linguist John Baugh has been studying what 

he calls "linguistic profiling," as real in black lives as the "racial profil

ing" whereby skin color alone makes police suspect criminality. 

We joined Baugh in Detroit, home of Motown in the 1960s, today 

boasting a thriving hip-hop scene. The white rapper Eminem comes 

from the Detroit area called 8-Mile, the title of his signature movie. 

Inner-city Detroit is 82 percent African American, but language can de

fine you as well as the color of your skin. 

At the Greyhound bus station,John Baugh demonstrated the tech

nique he's used for years to reveal how Americans react to different 

ethnic accents. He checks the rental-housing section in the local pa

per, and then calls to inquire about places advertised. He calls first us

ing an African American accent, then again using a Latino speech 

pattern, and a third time in a neutral American accent, which is in 

fact how he really talks. In general, results from this effort in many 

cities show that those with minority dialects do not fare so well, par

ticularly in affiuent communities. The outcome reflects white percep

tions of both race and economic class, but also prejudice based on 

how people speak. 

Baugh sees both sides of this, having felt the pull both ways: ''At a 

young age, then, I received mixed messages about language; some were 

overt, advocating that I 'speak properly' and avoid 'bad language,' 

whereas others were more subtle, reflected by the hippest Sisters and 

Brothers who emphatically rejected 'white speech.' ... I didn't want to 

sound 'lame' and, as I had observed 'on the corner,' most of the 'cool 

brothers' could 'talk the talk'-and those who exhibited urban elo

quence never did so in standard English." 

The two dialects clash particularly in America's schools. Ann Arbor, 

an hour from Detroit, was the scene of what became a landmark court 

case about prejudice against Black English. In 1979, the mothers of a 
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handful of black kids at the largely white school claimed they were not 

being educated because of their language. When they spoke as they did 

at home, their teachers assumed they couldn't do schoolwork. Ironi

cally, the school was named after Martin Luther King, Jr. Annie Blair, 

one of the mothers, had moved north from Tennessee. She told us, 

"When my kids was tested and was put into special-ed classes and I felt 

like that they were not getting educated and was not treated equally. 

And I felt like that shouldn't be a barrier because of the language to 

stop them from being educated." One of her sons, Asheen, now a man 

in his thirties, said, "They sort of felt like we were unteachable, in a 

sense. So it kind of made them go towards other students more and 

gave them a little bit more help than they would give us. Actually, to be 

honest, the teachers really didn't communicate with us too much. It was 

just sort of like, in a sense, that we were on our own." 

A social worker, Ruth Zweifler, familiar with the housing project the 

boys came from, became convinced that they were being discriminated 

against because of their African American English: "There were 

maybe twenty-four poor black children in a sea of affluent white fami

lies and they really were having a very hard time. Language is the 

marker for assumed attitudes-coming with an implied criticism, which 

is what T think a black child carries with him. We as adults, as main

stream society, as Americans, have really done bad by these little Iuds." 

Unable to make any headway with the school board, Ruth contacted 

lawyers in Detroit, and together they thrashed out a legal strategy that 

led to a landmark court decision on Black English. One of the Ia.wyers, 

Ken Lewis, saId they tried at first to focus on the children's poverty, but 

"there is really no constitutional right not to be poor in this country." 

Eventually they were able to tie language to race as a barrier to educa

tion. And they were victorious. John Baugh said the most significant 

thing raised during the trial "was that you had a federal judge a.cknowl

edge formally that African American Vernacular English represented a 
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significant barrier to academic achievement and success. He confirmed 

that the school district was really Insensitive to the linguistic back

ground of the vast majority of African American students within the 

school district." 

The judge ordered the district to make a plan to teach black students, 

and the school district announced that teachers at the Martin Luther 

King School would have to take sensitivity courses. 

Ken Lewis said, "One of the things I remember Judge Joyner indi

cating in his opimon was the need to help youngsters appreciate the dif

ference between the language of the majority, how it would impact 

upon your being perceived by others." 

The judgment brought mixed reactions even from blacks. William 

Raspberry of the Washmgton Post approvingly quoted one of the plain

tiff lavvyers: "When a 5-year-old has his language system treated as in

ferior from his first day of school, the resulting psychological damage is 

inevitable. Once this barrier is raised by school officials, the child begins 

to withdraw and his learning performance suffers." But the case got no 

sympathy from an equally influential black columnist, Carl T. Rowan, 

who said he found the ruling "far fetched." Rowan wrote that he would 

remain skeptical "untiJ we make more black parents understand the 

value of reading In the home, until more teachers force ghetto students 

to read newspapers and magazines, and at least try to resist peer-group 

pressures to downgrade standard English. 'My teacher was insensitive 

to my black English' is an alibi that black youngsters can use forever to 

'explain' why they did not aspire to excellence, and thus never learned 

to read-or to prepare for a decent life." 

From Paris, where he had long exiled himself to escape racial fric

tion, James Baldwin wrote to the New York Tzmes: "A child cannot be 

taught by anyone who despises him, and a child cannot afford to be 

fooled. A child cannot be taught by anyone whose demeanor, essen

tially, is that the chiJd repudiate his experience and all that gives him 
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sustenance and enter a limbo in which he will no longer be black, and 

in which he knows that he can never become white. Black people have 

lost too many children that way." 

And Baldwin added: "The argument has nothing to do with language 

itself but with the role of language. Lan.guage, incontestably, reveals the 

speaker.... It goes without saying, then, that language is also a political 

instrument, means, and proof of power. It is the most vivid and crucial 

key to identity. It reveals the private identity, and connects one with, or 

divorces one from, the larger public, or communal identity." 

Years later, in 1997, the argument Ken Lewis had used successfully 

in court was raised by educators in Oakland, California. They claimed, 

however, that Black English, for which they resurrected the old term 

Ebonies, was not a dialect of English but a separate language. That 

caused a national storm. Critics felt, in the words of John Baugh, that 

the Oakland School Board "was trying to abscond with the limited 

bilingual education funding available for students for whom English is 

not native." Baugh said that if Education Secretary Riley had not 

squashed that separate-language notion instantly, "countless school dis

tricts from across the country would have quickly lined up at the federal 

Title VII trough." 

But the storm had another side. Well-educated blacks joined whites 

in believing that the Oakland authorities wanted to teach Black English, 

and the commentators unleashed a stream of hostility. Liberal colum

nists referred to Black English as "gibberish ... the patois of America's 

meanest streets ... a mutant language." Recalling this in an NPR talk, 

Geoffrey Nunberg said, "It's hard to read those characterizations with

out feeling that a current of displacement is at work-at least, it's strik

ing how many of the words that critics apply to the dialect in the press 

are the same ones that many whites apply in private to the people who 

speak it." 

The Ebonics story consumed laymen and the linguistics community. 
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Dennis Preston talked about it when we met in Pennsylvania. He said 

that if national columnists who called Black English "gibberish" had 

used the same kind of language about the intelligence or physical char

acteristics of an ethnic group like blacks, they would have lost their jobs. 

"It's pretty horrifying, when you think of it, that "ve can still describe 

people who just go about living their daily lives, speaking a language 

that they learned in their homes and in their neighborhoods, and have 

some outsider listen to it and say it's 'gibberish,' when it serves them 

perfectly well as a vehicle of communIcation for what they want to do 

in those environments." 

Preston, who has studied many European languages, said that in most 

European countries kids do not go to school speaking the standard lan

guage of that country: "It's not true in Italy. It's not true in northern 

Switzerland, for example-there's a radically different dialect of Ger

man. But when those kids go to school the school system says to them: 

Now, look, when you travel outside of Switzerland or outside of Sicily or, 

you know, wherever we are, you're going to need standard Italian or stan

dard German. It's not because-and here's the kicker-it's not because 

it's any better, and it's not because your dialect is dumb or insufficient for 

the things you do with friends and family. It's just that this variety is more 

widespread, there's a bigger literature in it, and it's just going to serve you 

well to learn it. So, for some odd reason, in Europe they don't attack na

tive dialects, they simply equip people with something else, which they 

think they should have. You can imagine the psychological repercussions 

of this. The kids who go to school say, 'Oh yeah, something else we got to 

learn,' rather than, 'Gee whiz, my brothers, my sisters, my friends, my 

whole family, my aunts, uncles use sloppy speech,' which is in fact what 

we do to kids in the American educational system." 

Oakland schools have put the Ebonies fiasco behind them as the city 

tries to rebuild itself culturally and physically from the disastrous earth

quake of 1989, and tries to cultivate a sense of pride among African 
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Americans there. Not all young blacks share the civic optimism. We spent 

an evening with a talented young poet, Chinaka Hodge, who performed 

at a poetry slam. \t\lhen she was sixteen, her work made her a member of 

the Berkeley/Oakland team, ,vinners of the National Teen Poetry Slam 

in 2000, and later won her a scholarship to New York University She was 

a recipient of Teen People magazine's What's Next Award, and performed 

at the awards ceremony at Harlem's Apollo Theater. Her poetry uses an 

interesting mixture of standard and Black English, which she calls slang. 

She told us, "A good deal of youth in the country speak very standard 

English and another portion speaks the slang, and I think a lot of us run, 

you know, right down the middle of that gamut." 

One of her poems, "Barely Audible," echoes imagery used by the 

legendary blues singer Billie Holiday in "Strange Fruit," about black 

lynchings. 

This is Darius' world 

he movesfiebly 

decrepit zn the candy apple neon glow 

of Mohammed's Millenium .Market 

Darius 

clutches brown paper bag 

all his dreams, packaged at liquor store 

hzs eyes are red 

I tell myself its because he don't sleep at mght 

he's up counting 

he knows how ma7?Y stars are in the sky 

he can hear the ocean lapping at the edge of the world 

he can tellyou how many times it hits the shore 

but folks don't ask him things like that 

so he counts dubs, counts 8ths 

drinks fifths andforties 
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on J8th and Myrtle 

Danus 

He's dying beneath billboards for DeBeers 

Wants to put diamonds in his teeth 

He counts rocks 

And sniffs sacks of Cum 

On eas'y Fridays 

Its 3:30 

He'll soon be danglingftom streetlight like strangeftuit 

ftom poplar trees. 

Asked about the imagery, Chinaka says, "It's our generation's sad

ness. There's not as many, you know, lynchings going on as, you know, 

in Billie Holiday's time, but at the same time there's a lot of death that's 

going unnoticed and a lot of black folks are dying in Oakland. So, I 

mean, it's not the same death but its important anyway, it's important, 

and just as urgent, if not more." 

That ability to use the black vernacular creatively while mastering 

standard English is the grail that schools ideally impart to their stu

dents-in effect, to create the kind of bilingualism Dennis Preston 

talked about in Europe. 

In Los Angeles, we visited the city's most listened-to morning drive

time radio host, Steve Harvey, a handsome and confident man, who 

wears a gray homburg hat tilted back on his head as he sits at a micro

phone in a studio overlooking the sprawling city, and talks in his own 

version of Black English. Like Chinaka Hodge, he calls it slang. When we 

asked jokingly, "Do you speak American?" he laughed and said, "I speak 

good enough American. You know, I think there's variations of speaking 

American. I don't think there's anyone set way, because America's so di

verse. You know, man, regardless as to how I talk, you know, I relax and 

just let it hang out and flow. Suburban America or upward America is 
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not my audience. My audience is mostly grassroots people. And I sound 

mostly like they uncle, so. See, like I said, I sound mostly like they uncle 

And I was cool with that. That sound good to me. Isn't. You know, isn't is 

not in my vocabulary. The word isn't requires my mouth to stretch in a 

way that it don't stretch-zsn't-and then I leave it out there too long, 

you know, I look really stupid. I actually almost black out when I say 

that." As en as he is concerned, the correct word is am't. 

When he thought about it a bit more, Steve Harvey said, "Well, you 

know, you do have to be bilingual in this country. Which means you can 

be very, very adept at slang, but you also have to be adept at getting 

through ajob interview." 

Los Angeles school authorities know that their minority students will 

need to be, in effect, bilingual. Since 1991, sixty schools have been us

ing an experimental program called Academic English Mastery. At PS 

100, in Watts, we watched a fifth-grade class going through a drill on 

the differences between what they termed African American English 

and Mainstream American English. Then they divided into four teams 

to playa game like Jeopardyl in which they were awarded points for 

getting the right answers to language questions. 

Daniel Russell, a Korean American teacher, put up a test sentence

My grandpa cook dinner every night-and asked, "\Nhich feature is not 

Mainstream American English?" 

One of the kids, named Maiso, said, "Third person singular." 

THE TEACHER.	 And, Maiso, how do you code-switch it into 

Mainstream American English? 

MAISO	 My grandpa cooks dinner every night. 

The teacher said that was right and gave that team five hundred 

points, and a big cheer went up. 

The teacher gave another example: He junT!)!. A student said, "He is 

funT!)!,» and the teacher said, "Excellent translation." 
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Another sentence from the teacher: Vf~ don't have nothin' to do. 

A boy: "~don't have nothznguh to do.» But the teacher said, "Oh, I'm 

sorry. That is not an accurate translation into Mainstream American 

English, so you're at minus two hundred," to groans from the team. He 

rolled the dice again; the team won another chance and got it right: "~ 

don't have aT!)!thing to do. )) More pain ts and more cheers. These kids were 

clearly turned on by the game, and most of the questions they got right. 

The director of the project, Noma LeMoine, said they ran into some 

flak from critics, who thought they were teaching African AmerIcan lan

guage, teaching Ebonies, which they don't need to do, because the kids 

already know it. She said, "Our task is to help move them towards mas

tery of the language at school, in its oral and written form, but to do 

that in a way where they are not devalued, or where they feel deni

grated in any way by virtue of their cultural and linguistic differences." 

When we asked why that was better than telling them it's incorrect, 

she said, "It's important to validate who they are, their culture, their ex

periences, their language. Because when you begin to devalue young

sters and make them feel that who they are doesn't count, then we've 

turned them off on education." 

We listened a little longer to the students and the teacher, who put up 

the sentence Last night we bake cookies and asked, "Are you ready? Num

ber one, what language is it in?" 

STUDENT' AAL. 

TEACHER It is in African American language. Number 

two, what linguistic feature is in AAU 

STUDENT' Past-tense marker -ed. 

TEACHER: Past-tense marker -ed. That's cool' And how do 

you code-swi.tch it to Mainstream American 

English? 

STUDENT: Last night we baked cookies. 

TEACHER. You got five hundred more points. Is it too easy, 
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or I just taught you well this year? [This was fol

lowed by big cheering] 

Students m the program show significant gains in written English, 

and those behind the program would like to extend it to more schools 

and to more grades. They believe that unless more teachers treat home 

language sympathetically they'll condemn more generations to school 

failure. Language remains a formidable frontier in the legacy of slav

ery. 
John Baugh says, "For far too long the quest [or racial equity has 

pushed hot buttons like affirmative action, while ignoring the impor

tance of corresponding linguistic buttons altogether; that cycle must be 

broken if race relations in this country are ever to improve." 

His fellow linguist Dennis Preston stressed how hard it is for a per

son to change his dialect. Americans across the social spectrum have a 

real distaste for people who fail to pull themselves up by their bootstraps 

linguistically, and don't understand that this bootstrapping is not easy. 

In [act, Preston believes it is as difficult as learning a foreign language, 

a task most Americans shrink from. Preston says, "Even in schools it 

seems to me that teachers believe that kids should just pay attention and 

not use what they think of as sloppy speech. But sloppy speech of 

course is their native language, and so not. to do that requires the acqui

sition of something else." 

Two other linguists, Cecilia Cuder and Renee Blake o[ the Linguis

tics Department at New York University, studied the attitudes o[ teach

ers in six New York high schools. They concluded that over the past 

quarter-century teachers have become more positive in their opinions 

about the structure of Black English, but that their attitudes depended 

heavily on the philosophy of the school, and on how many black stu

dents they had. The more black students these teachers had to deal 

with, the less they thought Black English had rules, and the more they 

thought it was just a lazy form of English. 
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These teachers may have encountered what the writer Mark 

Halpern found when teaching at Richard Green High School for 

Teaching in New York City. He said that many of his black students be

came furious and shouted, " 'Who are you trying to be?' when another 

student used standard English in class." Recounting this in the New l'ork 

Tzmes, Felicia R. Lees said that educators once predicted that, as more 

black people entered the mainstream, the dialect would fade not only 

among the middle class, as it has done, but also among the poor. Lin

guists say, however, that the current generation of inner-city youth re

lies more heavily on black vernacular than ever. "The persist.ence of the 

dialect reflects, in part, the growing resistance o[ some young blacks to 

assimilate and their efforts to use language as part of a value system 

that prizes cultural distinction. It. also stems from the increasing isola

tion of black inner-city residents [rom both whites and middle-class 

blacks, and sterns as well from a deep cynicism about the payoffs of 

conforming. While the dialect is used as a kind of in-group code among 

many blacks of all stations, educators are concerned about those young 

people who never master standard English at all." 

Whatever teachers or the general public think, however, no observer 

of our general culture can ignore the vitality and appeal of black cul

ture and language for white, especially young white, people. 

As rock and roll revolutionized the popular-music culture from the 

mid-1950s, the hip-hop phenomenon has for t.his generation, not just in 

music, dance, and language but in its national commercial exploitation 

in clothing and accessories. Hip-hop had modest beginnings on the 

streets of New York and Philadelphia in the late 1970s with a combina

tion of break dancing, graffiti art, or "writing" on city walls and trains, 

and rappers talking, or MC-ing, to a beat [rom records jerked forward 

and backward by disk jockeys. In 1983, for The SIory of English, we 

filmed a street party in Philadelphia featuring an early group, the Scan

ner Boys, with two MCs, Perrey P, or Voice Master, and Grandmaster 

Tone, t\-vo artists in a black tradition going all the way back to Africa, 
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to the highly admired "man of words." What is interesting two decades 

later is how many of their words and expressions have since passed into 

the general language, in common use among white Americans. The 

Scanner Boys used check it out (pay attention to what's going on), chill out 

and max. out (be cool and reJaxed),ftesh (good), that's bad (it's good), that's 

good (it's bad), fimky ftesh (real, real bad), wassup (what's going on), and 

they called a break dancer they were watching the hip-hop kid, the first 

time we'd heard hip-hop. 

These expressions would sound stale, too used, to young hip-hop 

performers today. We visited a group called the Athletic Mic League 

performing at the Blind Pig club in Ann Arbor. Some of the group are 

college students, and all speak standard American but use street talk 

among themselves and for their lyrics. In their dressing room, Wesley 

Taylor said, "Everything [ollo,,'s the streets in America. So that what

ever's going on there, it goes from here to here, then eventually main

stream America, which is, you know, white America." 

Their talk is filled with fresh meanings for worlds such as stacked, live, 

vibmg, SIck, and ill. Tres Allen said that when he comes down for the per

formance, ''I'm edgy about what I'm about to walk into. I hope the 

place is stacked. I hope that the audience is live. I hope when I step out 

this door that they are ready and anxious, they gonna feel us, are gonna 

connect with us. You got to come out there confident, for me it's almost 

on the borderline of being cocky. All of a sudden you've got that con

nection--you're vibmg." 

Wesley said, "This whole game is just based on how ill you are, and 

how sick a cat you can be. Sometimes it's about finesse, sometimes we're 

just on there spittmg, so we try and be as raw as we can be onstage. So you 

have to rock as hard as you can. We use the word nasry for everything." 

TRES:	 We have a saying, pro nasry, professionally nasty, 

that means it's quality-this is not just good, this is 

the top. 
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WESLEY' That's our Grade A, that's our professional 

grade. 

TRES: If you want the best and you want the top, you 

want something from us that's pro nasry 

Their lyrics avoid the violence and misogynistic tone of some hip


hop, but the social message is the same, because, they said, it's a por


trayal of life: "We're just people that are just talking about what, vvhat's
 

going on, right in front of your eyes, and what people go through on a
 

daily basis, and it's not that hard to relate to it, you know, 'cause a lot
 

of, of America lives this way, you know." Here is a s;:mple of their lyrics
 

from one number performed that night:
 

What's the difference, at a distance or resistane 

How marry times mustyou hear it beforeyou start to listen) 

Start thefission, betweenyour Imagination and intuition 

Because street-wisdom don't mean shit when there's smarter brothers 

in prison 

I'm building, with men, women, and children through the sixth senfe 

On next level comprehensIOn, specifics, but if it's 
About a how loudyou play it, past nine untilyour ride's drumming 

Abuse it, because good musIc is soul soothing as well as mind numbing 

I'm wondering, is nry kind weird.for asking th15 here) 

Or phySIcally and spirituallyyou'reJust afraid to feee 

And when asked to lend an ear, most people laugh mfear, 

Mentally ill prepared to try and see what's really there. 

Or 15 he scared? 

Wesley said, 'To give hip-hop its own credit, it's a very powerful me

dia. The words are spoken to you. Storytelling is a huge aspect of hip

hop, so, when you have these vivid stories going on by extremely 

articulate people, they can reach anybody" 
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H. Samy ,'\lim, a linguist at Duke University, has studied what he calls 

Hip Hop Nation Language. He says that hip-hop guards its "street

conscious" identity, using "slang" to connect with African Americans 

but standard English grammar to appeal to the white audience: "Many 

hip hop artists know that white suburban fans are attracted to those 

artists that maintain a core Black urban audience. In a sense many 

whites play 'cultural catch-up,' letting the Black masses dictate what is in 

vogue and authentic." He says that the more attention hip-hop artists 

pay to their speech, the more nonstandard it becomes, raising an inter

esting question: "Can the conscious use of these forms in the hip hop 

and the society as a whole, contribute to the continued 'Afro-American

ization' of African American Language," making it "more and more 

distinct from other varieties of English?" 

One aspect of the hip-hop phenomenon that now resonates across 

the culture is its cross-racial appeal. The TV comedy series Whoopi, de

veloped by actress Whoopi Goldberg, features a young white woman 

acting blacker than her black boyfriend. Commenting on the show, the 

New York Times said that hip-hop has "turned the hilarious improbabil

ity of white people who experiment with blackness into a perfectly fa

miliar everyday fact of American life." 

Whoopi Goldberg herself said that such racial elision is increasingly 

the norm in American youth culture: "Eminem is a viable strong male 

character, who is white and black. There's no right or wrong of it, no 

judgment of it, but it's what's happening in our culture." 

The cross-racial appeal was apparent on a rainy day on Sixth Av

enue in Manhattan in a store called Fat Beats. Walking up a narrow 

flight of stairs, we could hear the characteristic scratch, beat, and pulse 

of the hip-hop music. Fat Beats is not a place to bring people who fear 

for the future of American English. The record labels don't merely cel

ebrate nonstandard English, they exult in misuse and misspelling, as if 

it's cool to show that you have learned nothing at school. Some might 

see this as a cult of illiteracy. 
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Flipping through the record stacks, we found MCs and hip-hop 

crews with names like Mobb Deep, Ludacris, Rah Digga, Geto Boys, 

Outkast, and, of course, Snoop Dogg. The titles of their tracks include 

"So Now UA Me?," "Enta da Stage," "What U vVaitin'," "Who You 

Wit," "Paid tha Cost to Be da Bo$$," and "Baby aka da # I Stunna." 

This kind of talk is not confined to inner-city ghettos. A whole gen

eration of young, white, and suburban American males is in thral.l to 

the macho swagger of black rappers and MCs. There is even a word to 

describe them: wIggers (for white niggers). That word made many wince 

when it first surfaced in the 1980s. Since 200 I, wIgger has made it il1to 

the New OJjOrd American Dictionary. 

It was striking how many of the customers were middle-class white 

teenage boys out to add to their collection of hip-hop and rap music. 

We listened to these teenagers talking, as they flipped through the once

obsolete vinyl LPs the genre has made essential again. The following is 

a sample culled from fifteen minutes of conversation between two 

young men aged about eighteen in June 2003. Caps reversed and baggy 

pants slung low on their hips, they began by talking about the music. 

"The beat is hot. The beat is like shit. And the ladies love it, man." 

"What about P Diddy?" 

"Oh yes, he's the man. He's such an ill rapper.... Death Jerks, yes, 

when I was really into underground, J did see him live. He's ill. His 

freestyle is mad.... They had mad beef, there was mad beef between 

them.... When they first, like, both came out of it, it was like they were 

both like very raw sort. He was half something ill or half-whatever." 

Still flipping through the record stacks, they went on to talk about the 

young women they were meeting at parties. 

"Were there bitches at the party?" 

"Yeah, there were a couple." 

"For real?" 

"Sure, man. There've been more ho's recently. I've noticed at under

ground events. Thank goodness for us, man." 
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Hip-hop and rap have given new currency to words like whore (ho) 

and bitch. Cecilia Cutler is a linguist who has studied the appeal of hip

hop for "white male teenagers who are in the process of forming their 

identities as young men." She believes that the kind of masculinity por

trayed is especially appealing: "The urban black male represents some

one who knows how to pick up women, who knows how to handle 

himself on the street, who perhaps knows how to handle a weapon and 

can take care of himself, and so for the white suburban male these kinds 

of symbols, this kind of way of walking or talking or dressing, can give 

one the trappings of a masculinity that doesn't perhaps exist in the safe 

white suburbs." 

Does it appeal to adolescent boys because it comes at a time when a 

young male is most insecure about his own masculinity? ''i\nd the fear 

of women itself," Cutler said, "where, you know, in rap music there is 

quite a bit of misogynistic rhyming going on amongst some of the 

hard-core. That may appeal to young men who are sort of afraid of 

women or young women and are in the process of trying to figure out 

how it is that one deals with them." 

To call them bitches and ho's is a way of getting rid of the problem?
 

Cutler: "Or putting away one's fear of those individuals."
 

Whatever the psychological motivation, the craze has shoveled a lot
 

of urban black street talk into Mainstream American Cecilia Cutler 

gives some examples: "Well, everybody has heard of She got game or He 

got game, to mean someone who can play basketball effectively. 'Ne have 

terms like mad as a quantifier, so you can say, It's mad real, or It's mad 

rammg. There are terms like It's my bad, to mean, Oh, Ijust made a mis

take, or more colorful bling bling, to refer to expensive, gaudy jewelry, 

but can be applied to any other kind of noun. You could say, Wassup) 

to ask how somebody is, or the term phat, which has very positive con

notations. " 

Just after that conversation, we heard a golf commentator on televi
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sian saying, "That's my bad," about a mistake he had made. We were 

told of a young African American woman who asked in a jewelry store, 

"You got any bling bling for my gria?"-meaning ajewel she could attach 

to her teeth. 

These things move so quickly though the culture that, by November
 

2003, William Safire noted that bling bling for a glit::;y look in clothing had
 

already moved into the fashion trade and out again, as had the term
 

ghetto fabulous. Both were now history, because the fashion trend toward
 

ostentation had passed. BG, a rap artist with the group Cash Money
 

Millionaires, apparently coined bling bling in the late 1990s. According
 

to Safire, he told MTV News, "But I knew it was serious when I was
 

amazed to see the two words written in diamonds on the NBA champi


onship ring for the Los Angeles Lakers."
 

The influence of Black English and hip-hop expressions is obvious 

in another novelty that is driving language change, IM-ing or Instant 

Messaging. We watched and Listened to two fourteen-year-olds, Tom 

Keller and Kate Stoeckle, IM-ing in a cybercafe in midtown Manhat

tan, rapidly typing, as they do hours a day after school. Besides the fun 

of using as many abbreviations as possible-LOL for "laugh out 

loud," OMG for "Oh my God l " and G2G for "got to go," their IM

ing language is full of words like Wassup or Sup for "What's up with 

you?"; Ima for ''I'm going"; and Just chillin', dis weekend, I'm doin', You 

betta call me, Call on ma cell---phonetic spellings of pronunciations that 

resemble Black English. It is certainly possible that, just as hip-hop is 

influencing the way we speak, 1M-ing and e-mailing are beginning to 

alter the way we write. 

Baz Dreisinger, who teaches at Queens College, New York, speaks of 

"a new racial frontier that shaped American culture and especially 

American music-the frontier that optimists call racial hybridiry and 

pessimists call cultural theft." 

How far it is shaping American language remains to be seen. In his 
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book Doing OUT Own Thing, John McWhorter of Stanford University 

writes of Black English, "Ebonies has a symbolic meaning to blacks and 

to the increasing number of non-blacks who incorporate it into their 

verbal tool kit these days. That meaning is down with the people, real: 

Black English is today the language of protest par excellence-lan

guage from below." 

But McWhorter worries that it is moving us further from the norms 

of written lang1Jage: ';A.s wonderful as this evidence is that we are truly 

getting past race, it also means that increasing numbers of Americans 

are taking as a badge of authenticity a speech style that, with all of its 

marvels, is very much a spoken one. Ebonies is increasingly a lingua 

franca among Latino and some Asian teens as well as black ones, for ex

ample. More and more we associate genuineness, honesty, and warmth 

with a kind of English that falls further from the written pole than 

white-bread spoken English does." 

The interesting paradox remains for the nation. African Americans 

have made huge strides in this society, climbing to the top in every pro

fession, and at the level of popular culture, creating a revolution Yet for 

millions of black Americans the language that is so much the expres

sion of that revolution still works to block access to the American 

Dream. 

That is not true for one group that is leading a remarkable turn

around. Millions of black Americans are leaving the North to move 

back to the South their parents and grandparents fled. '!\Farmer climate, 

better race relations, and rising prosperity in the region are magnets, 

but so is a sense of coming "home," and of a stronger black social sol

idarity. This reverse migration began in the 1970s but accelerated in the 

next two decades. The black population of the South grew by l.9 mil

lion people between 1970 and 1980, by 1.7 million in the 1980s, and by 

3.5 million in the 1990s-ID total, already more than left the South 

from 1914 to 1970. Many of these migrants are well educated and 
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skilled: 30 percent professionals and managers, 19 percent with college 

degrees. Most of them have settled in middle-class black suburbs 

around big cities-Atlanta and Orlando the most popular. This phe

nomenon is so recent that linguists don't know how it will affect Black 

English-or white English in the South. 
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seven 

Language from a State of Change 

The evening we arrived in Los Angeles, we ran into a roadblock on 

Wilshire Boulevard, with many police cars and news cameras, and sev

eral helicopters buzzing overhead. In any other city it might have been 

a crime scene, a bad traffic accident, or even a terrorist incident, but it 

was just L.A.'s way of dealing with the Golden Globe Awards, one of 

Hollywood's big nights. The police were shepherding the swarm of 

star-bearing limousines each jockeying for the best tactical arrival mo

ment, since even the choreographed posturings on the red carpet are 

now covered live on television. The movie industry today is more heav

ily promoted than ever, in mutual complicity with TV, once Holly

wood's near-death experience but now its biggest fan club. Sleeping 

with the enemy being more profitable than competing, the two indus

tries are now embedded in elaborate cross-ownership, production, and 

distribution alliances. More TV channels need more movies to feed the 

acres of empty hours, and more television programs make movie news, 

gossip, fashion a prime commodity. Hollywood called people panting to 

associate with film actors staifuckers. Today, from network morning 

shows to supper-time tabloids, TV's staifuckmg is as great as that of mag

azines and newspapers. 

Staifucking is just one example of how movie-industry jargon has 



permeated Mainstream American English. We may never have been 

near a studio lot, but we all know how to talk, literally and figuratively, of 

stars, megastars, zoom-ins, cutting to the chase, dissolves, and director's cut. \!\Iith 

production in the music industry, television, and movies all centered in 

Los Angeles, the California voice has a global reach. 

America is more movie-obsessed today than at any time since the 

big-studio days, when the moguls who created Hollywood manufac

tured personas and fictitious personal lives for their stars and fed them 

to an astounded world. With movies now being distributed digitally, and 

revenues from home viewing exceeding theater screenings, the appetite 

only grows. Hollywood's excesses may be repeatedly trashed in bitter 

exposes, and the tawdry quality of many movies dismissed by critics, 

but the people love the product, and the dream factory keeps humming. 

No one is quite sure where the name California came from, but the 

default theory is a Spanish novel about an island with the qualities of 

paradise. In other words, a fictional paradise, a paradise as an act of 

imagination. And that fits, because the state of California has been as 

much the product of imagination as of reality, and Hollywood is only 

the most visible industry in such an enterprise. From the literal gold 

rush of 1848 to the end of the twentieth century, California lured gen

erations of dream-seekers, offering new lives, new lifestyles, a more for

giving climate, a less disciplined social structure, and a sense of living in 

the future. And in time, as they invented their new lives, language be

came part of the self-invention. 

Many observers, and Californians themselves, saw their nation-state 

as the proto-America of the future-or as writer DianeJohnson put it, 

"The evolution and fate of California will anticipate those of the rest of 

America." If that is at all true, California usage will anticipate the fate 

of American language. 

From the beginning, the paradisiacal image of California lured the 

hopeful to the golden West, from the pioneer settlers who endured the 
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horrors of the wagon trail to Chinese workers (once called coolies) and 

Irish laborers during the railroad building of the 1860s, to the Okla

homa dust-bowl refugees immortalized in Steinbeck's The Grapes if 
Wrath, to blue-collar workers pouring into the aerospace and defense in

dustries of World War II and the Cold War, to blacks escaping the seg

regationist South, to Mexicans willing to pick the crops of agribusiness, 

to youths yearning for the lives glimpsed in movies with Natalie Wood 
and James Dean. 

San Francisco was where Sal Paradise, the hero of Jack Kerouac's 

novel On the Road, repeatedly gravitated in his hitchhiking journeys 

across the country There Kerouac joined the poet Allen Ginsberg and 

others in the Beat Movement, in alcohol-and-drug-fueled protest 

against the conformity and crass consumerism of 1950s America, which 

made them feel beaten, longing for the beatitude, or blessedness, of the nat

ural world. The so-called beatniks were the first to use weird as a term of 

approbation. Their writings gave American literature a new style, scorn

ing the constrictions of conventional writing-in Kerouac's words, an 

"undisturbed flow from the mind of personal secret idea-words, blowing 

(as per jazz musician) ... limitless blow-on-subject seas of thought, 

swimming in sea of English with no discipline other than rhythms of 

rhetorical exhalation." That had a certain California ring to it. 

From the 1950s to the 1980s, California seemed so obsessively Amer

ica's destination that some saw the nation tilted to the west. Megahit 

songs like "California Dreamin'" ("I'd be safe and warm / If I was in 

LA / California dreamin' / On such a winter's day") lodged in a gen

eration's collective memory, nourishing a national intuition that Cali

fornia was a paradise of perpetual summer and a laid-back attitude 
toward life. 

And always promoting this, lending imagery to the dream, was Hol

lywood. Its early developers were, of course, immigrants themselves, 

who started putting their talents on celluloid back east (back east is an 
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expression that seems to have died, although out west still lives) but came 

west for ampler space and sunshine. Many of these early moguls spoke 

idiosyncratic English. But they brought-often from experience in Yid

dish theater and vaudeville-a genius for the cultural common denom

inator that captivated the American public. The advent of the talkies 

meam that the movies had to settle on a form of English that would be 

understood and accepted all over the United States. The language they 

employed at first was more or less the same British-oriented speech 

common in the theater and in the new medium of radio. Some stars, 

such as Cary Grant and Katharine Hepburn, clung to it with enduring 

success even after that accent lost its prestige, but soon more American

sounding actors, such as John Wayne and Gary Cooper, dominated the 

screens. Their accent, the standard Hollywood accent with its Midwest

ern origins, was the speech that went around the world after World War 

II and became in effect the voice of Americanism. 

California speech illustrates the way people "middle" their accents. 

When people with different patterns of speech try to communicate 

with each other, both sides of the conversation quite unconsciously 

shift their accent toward the middle. The first people to move to Cali

fornia spoke in a melange of foreign and American accents. As it be

gan to grow at the beginning of the twentieth century, Los Angeles 

attracted some JVlexicans, Japanese, Russians, and New Yorkers, but 

principally Anglo-Saxon farmers from the Midwest. So it is not sur

prising that a Midwestern accent would initially prevail in California. 

Both Presidents Richard Ni,xon and Ronald Reagan spoke with that 

accent-Nixon from birth in California, Reagan a transplant from 

Midwestern Illinois. 

However, language has another tendency. The longer a group of 

people settle in one place, the more distinctive their way of speech will 

become. And that has also been happening in California. 

Linguists Penelope Eckert and Norma Mendoza-Denton observe, "It 
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takes time and a community to develop common ways of speaking, and 

English speakers have not been settled in California long enough to de

velop the kind of dialect depth that is apparent in the East Coast and 
the Midwest." But this is changing. 

The first clear evidence that a new dialect was evolving came in the 

1960s. The beach culture had developed long before the Beach Boys re

leased their first Top 40 hit, "Surfin' Safari," in 1962, andJan and Dean 

their "Surf City" in 1963, with their utterly hedonistic message: 

Yeah, and there's two swingin' honeysfor every guy 

And allyou gotta do is Just winkyour eye 

These and other songs the Beach Boys 'INeb site now calls "eternal
 

anthems of American youth," and the millions of records they sold
 

helped spread what had been to aficionados not just a sport but a whole
 

way of life, lived on the beach, salt-caked and suntanned, with their
 

own insider vocabulary. Soon young people from middJe-class suburbs
 

were coming to the beaches, and this surfer slang worked its way inland.
 

The first time a distinctive California speech pattern came to na

tional attention was when "Valley Girl" became a hit song. VaLspeak, or 

the talk of Valley Girls, was made famous by the 1981 song performed 

by Moon Unit, the fourteen-year-old daughter of Frank Zappa, the 

bandJeader and guitarist known as "the man who put the sneer into 

rock." The song sneers at the vacuous life of a vaL, a middJe-class 

teenager haunting the Galleria Mall-the latest word in consumer 

chic-in the Sherman Oaks section of the San Fernando Valley. 

Fer sure,fe1' sure
 

She's a VaLLey Girl
 

In a clothing store.
 

Like, OR MY GODI (Valley Girl)
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Like-TOTALLY (VaLlry GirO 

Encino is like SO BITCHEN (Valley Girl) 

There's like the Galleria (Valley Girl) 

And like all these like really great shoe stores. 

VaLspeak included expressions such as it's so bitchen, ba,vourface, he's like 

so gross, barf me out, gag me with a spoon, it's so grady, grod)' to the max, I'm Like 

freaking out totally. But it also incorporated surfer slang of the 1980s-it's 

so awesome, it's like tubular. 
Penelope Eckert believes that "linguistic style is inseparable from 

clothing style, hairstyle and lifestyle," and the crux of this stylistic de

velopment comes from young people, but especially girls interacting 

with their peers. Along with William Labov in Philadelphia, she says, 

"Girls are the movers and shakers in linguistic change. Girls create ways 

of saying things, advancing changes in the language." 

Winnie Holzman is a writer and director acclaimed for her empathy 

with teenagers in her cult TV series, My So-CaLLed Life· She told us that 

for teenagers, «Your peer group becomes incredibly important to you, 

your little tribe of friends becomes your new family, and you need to 

have everything that symbolizes that, everything-the clothes you wear, 

the way you speak. There's almost nothing more personal than how you 

express yourself." 
Writer-director Amy Heckerling had a different purpose in making 

another cult classic, her film Clueless, starring Alicia Silverstone. In

spired by Jane Austen's novel Emma, Heckerling deftly satirized the 

speech and lifestyle of rich teens in Los Angeles To research their lan

guage, she spent time listening to the students at Beverly Hills High 

School and watching MTV, finally assembling a Clueless dictionary. She 

said the talk was changing even as they were worktng on it, «and when

ever young actors came in I would always say, What do you say for good, 

for bad?" 
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Their answers fill pages of her dictionary. For good, her list includes 

coolio, smooth, super, manry, nails, tits (as in It's the tits),fieion (fine broken up 

into several syllables), kickzng, juice, keen, .fUnky, monster, proper, rad, noble, 

WIcked, tubular, trippy, stoked, rules, rocks, stella, tasty, sweet. Heckerling dug up 

an equal variety of ways to say bad: random, heinous, cheesy, blows, bites, bo

gus, bunk, bum, bum deal, busted, bug, chickenshit, dreaded, drip, the classic, wack,
 

messed, it sucks, and, of course, clueless.
 

The movie's dialogue was wittier than the mere vocabulary sounds, 

with a wicked repertoire of put-downs for nerdy boys seeking dates-As 

if! or Not even! or Skateboard! That 15 so five years ago1-and abou t clothes

So last season, or J must gwe her snaps fOr her totalfashion sense Ironic flashes 

of culture were granted these girls, who never seemed to read or know 

anything but about clothes zn the world oj conternpo-casual; hence the ulti

mate put-dovv'TI, She's afull-on Monet, looks good from a distance but a mess 
close up. 

As we know, linguists believe that movies and television do not 

change people's language, but the Clueless film and the TV series it 

spawned may be exceptions. In the minds of teenagers a decade later, 

they seem to have codified some expressions. 

We confirmed this by visiting high-school students in Irvine, a new 

city south of Los Angeles. A generation ago, this was hilly grassland just 

inland from Newport Beach, part of a vast ranch owned by the In/ine 

family. Its overnight transformation into a community of a hundred 

thousand was part of a pattern of insatiable development that dis

mayed traditional Californians, who saw more and more of their orig

inal landscape bulldozed by developers. One of the sweeteners for 

opponents of this development was the construction of another cam

pus for the expanding University of California. There followed a Uni

versity High School, and we talked to eight bright students from there, 

mostly seventeen-year-olds, all white or Asian. The girls told us that 

Clueless had a big impact on them. Here is part of their conversation: 
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That was like 1997, when I was, like, in 

fourth grade. 

SECOND GIRL: Clueless. 

PlRST GIRL: Yeah, Clueless, 'cause, l.ike, now I'm like per

manently, like, messed up because

FIRST GIRL: 

SECOND GIRL: Damaged 

THIRD GIRL. -because, like, I say like, like and dude, every 

other word because of that movie. It's hor

rible l 

seCOND GIRL: We're not stopping, because that doesn't 

sound cool anymore. 

THIRD GIRL: Like, yes, it does, that is so cooJl 

PlRST GIRL. I don't know why, it's just, like, it's just 

stuck, I don't know why. 

FOURTH GIRL.	 When the movie came out, like, even 

if you just saw the movie once, 

everybody started saying it, and it 

became, it became kind of like a cultural 

trend, sort of So, like, a lot of kids started 

saying it, then people would do the 

"whatever's" 

THIRD GIRL: [Doing the hand gestures from the movie) 

'Whatever, moron, get the picture, you're a 

totalloser l
 

SECOND CIRL: But little kids say that now.
 

So-the Clueless version of California girl talk has already been 

transmitted half a generation. One of the students wrote in an essay, 

"Language is born in the youth culture," so, to get a taste of language 

in gestation, untrammeled by our presence, we arranged for them to 

have three video minicameras. For four days they taped themselves, 
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hanging out in kitchens and family rooms, driving around, at gatherings 

of dance and band groups, getting kicked out of a Starbucks for video

taping. The only difference in how they spoke among themselves and to 

us was that on their own they were freer with four-letter words. \i\ie 
made a list of slang words they used, and at a pizza joint they defined 

some of them for us, creating a small glossary of teen slang for that 

place and moment, some of which is probably already out of date. We 

com bined their definitions: 

Abe Lincoln. It was so Abe Lincoln-"It's just like the superlative of cool, 

it's just Abe Lincoln" 

Butteiface-"You're talking about a girl and everything about her is
 

nice but her face. Also known as cepterhead."
 

Chills-·-"Like chilled out, and realiy laid-back about something, and
 

so they're just chills about it."
 

Dog--"It's not dog, it's dawg It means homie, it's another word [rom the
 

rappers. It's not just the word, it's the whole phrase, Wassup, dawg/"
 

Fobby-"It's from fob, Fresh Off the Boat. It's, like, the first few years
 

you come and some people will call you aJOb just because you weren't
 

born here."
 

It's JrDI ennui-"It's just, yeah, no other way to get around it. It's not
 

the end of everything. That makes it cooL"
 

Gay-"You hear it to describe everything that is stupid, apathetic. It 

doesn't mean a gay person. It just becomes a word meaning bad, and 

it's, like, this day and age, like we should be past that." 

Ghetto-"L.ike, if you have an old car that's kind of junky and trashy 

and stuff, you know, it's a ghetto car. I catch myself saying, you know, The 

beach is so ghetto, just 'cos it's far away. It's also used to describe people 

who think they're a ponce or whatever, you know, like they try to act like 

they're gangsters or they're in a gang, and therefore you're cool, he or 

she thinks they're so ghetto." 

Waszan-"White Asian. Acting like ethnicity that they're not, and it 
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doesn't seem like they're doing it well, 'cos they're an egg, white outside 

and yellow inside." 
Banana-"Yellow on the outside and white on the inside, so you're 

Asian on the outside." 

Hella-':'\n American. In San Francisco they say, It's hella great, heiLa 

cool." 
I got raped-"You did really badly on a test, you got raped by the test. 

Also, it's a sports thing, it's, like, the L.A. Lakers raped the Sacramento 

Kings." 
My bitch-"I made that test n-ry bitch. It's not being raped, you nailed 

that test, you aced it, or you did really well. We have this thing with 

friends, like, sort of, the middle seat in the backseat, it's like the bitch seat, 

like, you know, you're n-ry bitch, and wejust say bitch a lot." 

Peeps--''Another rapper word. A friend. My peeps." 

Phat-"It's like you're going out dress-shopping with your friends 

and, like, how do I look in this one? Oh,you're so phat in that' It means 

cool. It means pretty hot and temptmg." 

That's ill-"That means it's good." 

SuPyoI-"What's up with you?" 

Props--"Compliments. You give someone mad props and you're, like, 

this guy wore a kilt to winter formal and you just, like, I respect you, you 

know, the courage." 

Bites-"That means it sucks. Like, Dude, that has bite, like, I can't stand 

this weather, it bJce bites, it's too hot." 

Whacked-"Messed up. Oh, that's whacked, that's messed up, you 

shouldn't do that." 

Tzght (pronounced tiziight)-"That's good. It's tight. It's like a material 

possession, like, if you got a new car and it's really nice, you say, J\1y new 

car is tzght." 

Uber-"It's like super. UbeT neTd is super nerd. You can put tiber in 

front of anything, it just takes it to an extreme, its tiberness." 
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One of the students told us that teens personalize their cell phones 

down to the core, so why not language? But it's interesting how much 

they pick up from Black English in personalizing their language. Ten of 

the twenty-two expressions listed above are borrowed from black talk, 

or, as a student called it, "the ghetto jab vernacular that many teens use to

day." He also told us, ''And teens like informal, duh l " Duh (meaning, 

Don'tyou get it, stupid.l ) was used several times in My So- Called Lift, as was, 

for the liber-obvious, duh squared.! 

We played back some of our recordings of the Irvine teenagers for 

Carmen Fought, the linguist who has been studying the emerging Cal

ifornia dialect. She said that the speech that is stereotyped in Clueless is 

based on the actual California dialect, which can now be studied as one 

could study a Southern dialect or a dialect spoken in Appalachia. She 

said, "It includes some shifts in the sound system. One of the things I've 

studied is oo-fronting. Words that have '00' in them in California En

glish are often pronounced very close to the front of the mouth. So the 

word do might be pronounced more like dew. And also words like go, 

gao." As we have already noted, linguist William Labov sees this vowel

fronting as a national trend. 

Accents in northern California were studied by a team of linguists led 

by Leanne Hinton at the University of California at Berkeley. They 

found more examples of back-of-the-mouth vowels moving forvvard, so 

that the vowels in dude or spoon sound like those in you or cute. The words 

boat and loan are pronounced like bewt and lewn. These linguists also 

found some chain-shifting of vowels resembling 'Villiam Labov's North

ern Cities Shift around the Great Lakes-black sounding like block. 

Considering the strong influence of the Midwest in originally shap

ing California speech, it is interesting to compare it today with that of 

a Midwestern state such as Ohio. Such a comparison is made possible 

partially by the dialect survey begun by Bert Vaux, a linguistics profes

sor at Harvard, which asks people in different states about a list of 
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words and expressions. By that survey, Ohio and CalifornIa have a lot 

in common, with significant majorities saying they pronounced aunt as 

ant, been as bin, and Mary/merry/marry all the same. Majorities in both 

states say ThanksGIVING, not THANKSgivmg, and CREAM cheese, not 

cream CHEESE, and think of standing in line, not on line. But there are 

differences. Most Californians say they pronounce cot/caught the same, 

but more Ohioans don't. Whereas everybody in both states says milk 

shake, Californians say soda for a carbonated drink, Ohioans say pop. 

Californians preferflrqiy and Ohioans lightnzng bug One of the sharpest 

differences came in evaluating the sentence "Pantyhose are so expen

sive anymore that I just try to get a good suntan and forget about it." Cal

ifornians, by 70 percent, said that was "unacceptable," but 61 percent 

of Ohioans found it acceptable. Remember that we encountered that 

usage of anymore in the dialect of Pittsburgh. Obviously, anymore made it 

down the Ohio River but not to California. 

Carmen Fought grew up in the San Fernando Valley, and the "Val

ley Girl" song came out when she was in high school. "So I would have 

to say that my native dialect is Valley Girl English. Even though now 

I'm a professor and I have this other style that I use in class and in my 

professional commitments, I can switch to my native dialect when I 

want to. Sometimes, when I'm trying to explain to the students some 

point about the California dialect, I will say something like I totally told 

hIm I wasn't gonna do that. And he's all, 'Well, I thinkyou should,' and it makes 

a big impact on the students." 

She will also say, Oh my Goh-ud l It was like she-ow ba-a-a-a-d, and allow 

her voice to "go a little creaky" at the end, another California feature. 

In speaking these examples, Carmen often raises her inflection at 

the ends of sentences, yet another sign of the California dialect. She 

can imagine that in twenty years a governor of California might be 

saying, Well, I do have to do some bills that I need to pass in order fir US to cut 

taxes by) Nor would she be surprised to be on a plane and hear the 

Californian pilot say, Like, we're gonna be cruising at fifteen thousand fiet? 
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"Everyone will hear that and think, That sounds completely un

marked." 

Another feature she mentioned was I'm all as a quotative, introduc

ing quoted speech-for example, «So I'm all, '1 don't think I'm gonna go,' 

and he's all, 'I thznk you should.' And I'm all, 'WIry?' And he's all, "Cause it'll 

be jUn.' And I'm all, '[ don't think so. ' I hear my students often with long 

strings of these." 

She hears all these features spreading more widely throughout Cali

fornia. "You hear it in more places than you used to. I hear newscast

ers on local TV who to me sound like Valley Girls-you hear those 

fronted vowels in their English. The sounds that are different in Valley 

Girl English are the sounds of standard California English now. And 

you hear the same characteristics of California dialect spreading to 

other parts of the country.... The use of like and things like this that 

may have originated in California but are now spreading. The Califor

nia dialect is here to stay. It's not just a passing fad." 

Men have some of the characteristics associated with Valley Girl 

talk, but with a quantitative difference. Carmen said that, though male 

students say like and use the rising intonation and the fronted vowels, 

they generally speak Suifer Dude, an observation that, naturally, took us 

to talk to surfers. 

At Surfers Point in Ventura County, we met George Plomarity, a 

young writer who has had a couple of poems published by the very se

lective New Yorker magazine and had trained as a paralegal. But he lives 

to surf, and to feed the habit he works at a surfer hangout near the 

beach in Ventura, the Bad Ass Cafe. Not only is surfer talk evolving, like 

every form of specialized slang or jargon, but surfers are as much influ

enced by other features of the California dialect as Valley Girl talk is by 

surfers. When we met George working behind the counter, he said there 

wasn't much business at the cafe because the surf was too good. "Surf's 

too good, for sure. For sure." His accent had the vowel-fronting in for 

sure, making itfir sher. 
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In his classic beat-up 1970 Volkswagen minibus, five year older than 

he is, George took us a few miles up the coast to Rincon Point, one of the 

three greatest surfing locations in the world. It was late January, but the 

warm sunshine made it obvious why Californians became such surfing 

addicts-they can do it all year round. As the point came into view, 

George said, ''Ah, there's a lot of people in the water. Look at that great 

wave, that guy's still going on it l He's gonna set up for a little barrel on 

the inside." 
In the 1980s, we filmed a punk-rock band called the Surf Punks, and 

on our laptop now we showed the sequence to George, with the Surf 

Punks talking 1980s Suifer Dude. On the film they said, "Certain words 

find their way into the whole language and some of it is pretty qfJ the 

wall." 

So-check it out, dude. Like I was cruisin' the beach yesterday 

and the waves were totally crazy and it was really hot. 

When the wave comes over your head, it makes like a tube or 

packer. So, if you're in the tube, you're taking the highest risk 

and you're very rad. 

I saw this chick and she had a totally tight bod and she was to

tally buff and that means she's in shape, and she's clean, and 

she looks good 

I see some dude's wearing some rad outfit and just go, "Wow l 

That's totally rad, that's pretty gnarly." Look, we're all wearing 

the same watches. That's totally rad, way rad. Fully rad. 

In that dialogue, one can hear terms, like check it out, used that same 

year by the black rappers we filmed in Philadelphia, and some, like tzght, 
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used today by the high-school students at Irvine, albeit with some 

change in meaning. 

George Plomarity said those words are still current: "Those words 

are all used and definitely; like, find their way into vernacular speech. 

You know, you can hear everyone describing things as rad, or people be

ing, like, hot or truly radico.l-a lot of those phrases that came out in the 

early eighties got, got co-opted, you know, they got taken over by like 

some corporate people that use them to shlog T-shirts. 10 the max, that's 

a wonderful example of something that was taken by Pepsi in the eight

ies, you know, and just whored until it's not used anymore." 

Asked for new surfing expressions, or expressions new to surfers, 

George said, "Full on's a great example. Off the wall, that's another 

phrase you hear a lot, you know? Or right on, or phat, meaning some

thing that was really big, that was plzat, like a phat O1r." That means go

ing off the wave into the air and being really high up. 

Plomarity believes that surfers themselves have moved into the main

stream of the culture, and that's why their expressions are becoming an 

influence. "We have like a lot of people that are professionals. They'd 

go out and surf in the morning, you know, get as crazy as they can and 

really push themselves to their limits, and then take a shower and go to 

the law office. And they're going to carryover that language with them, 

you know, and a great example of that would be, Ii.ke, the phrase caught 

inside. You know, you hear that all over the place, in describing any sit

uation where you suddenly have to try and deal with, with a whole lot 

of stuff coming at you at the same moment." 

Listening to George describe the perfect rzde, we felt that surf slang 

remains as vigorous and inventive as evee "You know, waves break in 

sections, so you can talk about, like-wow l you know, that first section 

was sick, you know, that drop was really heavy, it made that bottom 

come around, went through that mushy part, and then it just jacked on 

that second bowl, got that floater, came into the inside, and just cracked 
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that lip as hard as I could, set up for that barrel, and just-right on into 

the green room-sick." 

Surfboarding begat skateboarding, which begat sno""boarding, and 

each new sport begat its own new slang and jargon. 

Skateboarding is one of America' fastest-growing sports, and one of 

the kings is Steve Badlllo, co-author of two books on the sport. He's also 

head instructor at the Skatelab Skatepark at Simi Valley, California, an 

indoor-outdoor facility of curved ramps and ralls where skaters can 

learn and practice. Since skateboarders consider themselves "urban 

guerrillas" because they like to go out and skate everything in the street, 

some cities have banned the sport except in specially created parks. In 

skaters' minds this has created an us-versus-them mentality with civic 

authority. Part of the mystique is that skateboarding is the ultimate 

democratic sport, because poor people can do it in the streets. Steve 

Badillo explained, "When the skaters are out in public, while you guys 

see it as a curb, stairs, a handrail, a bank, or a ledge, we look at it as, Is 

it skateabJe? Can we bust out on it? When you get into a park and 

there's a lot of guys skating and everyone's hyping each other on, and 

everyone's trying to outdo each other, you know that's the time to just 

really go out and, and, you know, blast the biggest airs you can, and do 

the longest grinds you can. I have a bag of tricks, so I don't really have 

any favorites, other than the ones that make me feel good. But I like 

blasting airs, for sure." 

Badillo showed us blasting airs, in which he skated up and down 

steeper and steeper ramps and finally up a vertical wall, to give him the 

momentum to go airborne, to fly across a wide gap in the wall. Some 

of Badillo's lingo showed clear borrowing from surfing terms-for ex

ample, regular foot, for left foot forward, and goo/} foot, for right foot for

ward. Other skateboard terms were so far out that he needed to 

translate almost every other word. 

Grinding-riding the wheel trucks on the underside of the board 

along the edge of a ramp, or along its railing or coping. 
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Riding the nose--standing at one end of the board to emulate the surf


mg maneuver.
 

Ripping, rippers--to describe kids who are just tearzng it ujJ---out there
 

on the course and having a good time.
 

Downhill bombing-most skaters love the basic natural form of Just go


ing down a hill as fast as you can, carving it up, and having fun with it.
 

Badillo told us, "In skateboarding one little false move, one little
 

thing off, and you're, you're slamming, you're taking a fall"
 

Although it claims to have lower injury rates than many sports, skate


boarders fall a lot, and Badillo says, "You will bleed, but that's the part of 

skateboarding that attracts people-the extreme aggression in skating re

quired to overcome the risk is what gives you motivation." Enthusiasm 

tends to falloff as skaters emerge from their teens. As one of Steve's 

books, Skateboarder's Start- Up, unsentimentally states, ''Anyone past 2.5 usu

ally has reservations. They won't push themselves and attempt the more 

difficult tricks. It's much easier for little kids to be fearless." 

That is not true of snowboarding, which people of all ages have 

adopted as an alternative to skiing, and which is now accepted as an 

Olympic sport. From Los Angeles, the city where one can surf and 

snow-ski on the same day, we drove up to the Big Bear Mountain ski 

resort, a hundred miles east of the city. That day, more people were 

snowboarding than skiing. One of the young aces, Jayk Goff; demon

strated some of the most challenging tricks while making comments in 

the snowboarders' whole new lexicon. Stid-ing il clean means pulling off 

a trick to perfection. If you can repeat the trick again and again, 

you've got it dialed zn. Kodak courage means trying extra hard because 

your girlfriend or someone is taking your picture. That way you gel more 

props. He explained that props (another crossover from Black English) 

came from shoW'lng proper respect, the opposite of dis, or disszng, for show

ing disrespect. 

InJayk's snowboard lingo one can hear echoes of other slang we've 

heard in California. Jayk said of a particularly hard trick, "That's Sick. 
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That's the super, like, super-sick stvJf Like, someone goes off and does 

something and stomps it clean, then you're gonna give hzm props, and that's 

gonna be something sick. And that's when you're gonna, like, it's gonna 

raise the level of riding, and everybody's just gonna, like, just get every

body amped up." 

For a long time, the most dedicated surfers, skaters, and snowboard

ers inhabited separate universes. Today, it is increasingly common for 

someone who surfs to enjoy snowboarding or skateboarding as well. 

The result is that the three separate slangs are cross-fertilizing one an

other and their words and phrases are gaini.ng wider currency. 

It was not only Jayk's snowboarding vocabulary that we found fasci

nating. As a twenty-year-old from Redlands, California, he was a virtu

oso user of the word like. As we've heard, young Californians say like 

where previous generations said um or er, and they use it, as Carmen 

Fought pointed out, to mean quote-unquote. Jayk quite unconsciously 

used like thirteen times, in both senses, in the next sixty-nine words: 

"Yeah, like, I, like, what I say, like, sometimes people just don't under

stand it, like, I, my terminology for certain things, which is, like, like, who, 

my clique, my group, like my friends, like, nobody else understands it, so 

if I go someplace new, they are, like, they don't know it so, like, and they 

are, like, they are, like, 'What are you talking about? Like, What'd you 

?' )}say. 

One of our high-school students in Irvine wrote in a paper, "The 

word like has barely any meaning; a placeholder for keeping the space

sound busy when thinking abilities cannot outrun the tongue. Smokers, 

as I have noted, do not put this word to such heavy use." That's an in

teresting observation in view of the following anecdote about a Prince

ton student published in The New Yorker: "Her roommate, Jacqui Neiss, 

talks about using her looks to get what she wants, 'Like last night I'm 

desperately out of cigarettes, running around, and I'm like, "Hi, ran

dom guy, can you give me a cigarette?" , " 
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Some of these uses of like have spread widely, noted among people a 

generation older in New York and among teenagers in London. 

Stephen Levy, a linguist at Queen Mary University, London, states 

that popular notions of like merely as a "filler or fumble" are inaccurate. 

Levy analyzed the speech of children aged ten and eleven in an outer

London school and found many different uses of like. In one example 

("They had to jump like a meter away from the actual acid"), like ap

peared to convey the meaning of approximately. In another ("They put 

like this bandage stuff around it"), like served "to highlight the introduc

tion of new entities into discourse." Another example used like (as so 

commonly in CaJifornia) as a quotative, introducing reported speech 

("When my brother yells, he's like, 'Do it now" like that, and I'm like, 

'No" ") There, Levy says, like is not intended to introduce a literal, ver

batim quotation, but an illustrative example, letting her "offer a stereo

typical response for her brother." He found like aJso used "to frame a 

restart where a speaker starts off on a particular track and feels the 

need to rephrase" ("If you like, was like, li/r..e talking too much, he would 

tell you off"). Levy detects one linguistic role for like, similar to you know, 

"to build conversational solidarity and negotiate common ground." He 

said that girls used it more often than boys, and he found that "compat

ible with a body of linguistic evidence that in Western cultures women 

employ a co-operative conversational style more than men." 

Valley Girls, Surfer Dudes, skateboarders, and snow punks aU illus

trate the bigger point that a huge amount of fresh language and new 

vocabularly is always being created by the young of each generation. 

But even in a society as youth-obsessed as California's, there are other 

powerful engines of social change, which lead in turn to further linguis

tic evolution. 

California is far from being a state just of blond surfers and Valley 

Girls. Most Californians don't live anywhere near the beach. Be

cause there are large communities of Hispanic and African American 
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Californians, as well as Japanese and Chinese, and more recently Ko

reans and Vietnamese, California is one of the most racially mixed 

states in the country, and that diversity is bound to affect California 

English in the long run. 

Besides these important ethnic influences, California's leading-edge 

culture entails a tolerance for gender diversity that has been well ahead 

of most of America for at least two generations. The entire nation has 

come a long way since feminism and women's lib became part of the 

political agenda in the 1960s, and the changes since have transformed 

perceptions in the workplace. Most companies and institutions now re

quire codes of conduct and declarations against sexual harassment or 

discrimination. 

One interesting institution into which this new sensitivity has taken 

something of a bite is the US. military. Not only are the armed forces 

required to enlist women as a matter of promoting sexual equality, but 

women's skills are needed to operate increasingly complex systems in 

the age of computer-driven warfare. Though sexual-abuse scandals still 

erupt periodically in the services, the fact that they become public, and 

that disciplinary action often [ollows, indicates a new culture in this gen

eration of military leaders. But the US. military services have always 

been a forcing ground for change. They were among the first national 

institutions to confront racism. In 1948, President Truman ordered the 

armed forces to offer "equality of treatment and opportunity: regard

less of race, color, religion, or national origin." Now they have added 

sex-but not sexual orientation. 

Today, the military services are on the front line of the war on sex

ism. We visited the US. Marine Corps at Camp Pendleton, California, 

and their Recruiting Depot in San Diego. Women marines receive ba

sic training separately, bu t here at the tough boot camp, male recruits 

have respect for women drilled into them as part of basic training. On 

the firing range at Pendleton, we talked to t"vo drill sergeants, the tradi
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tional in-your-face disciplinarians all recruits fear, their eyes just shaded 

by the brims of their hats. Staff Sergeant Sandy Beavers explained the 

rules: "There's a green zone, a yellow zone, and a red zone. The green 

zone would be just a normal interaction between male and female. The 

yellow zone would probably be the sort of comments where it could be 

taken as something that may be sexually orientated or may cause some

one to feel uncomfortable. The red zone is considered just to be a bla

tant sexual remark, like Check hzm or her out, or Look what they have there, or 

1 want to get some of that." 

Marines, like all servicemen, are notorious for their reflexive profan

ity, from the World War II acronym SNAFU (Situation Normal All 

Fucked Up) to the time-honored tendency to insert the word ftck re

peatedly in a sentence, even between syllables of individual words. Has 

that changed? With a straight face, Staff Sergeant Scott McLaughlin 

added: "We try to discourage profanity, believe it or not, as much as we 

can. Just because it projects an unprofessional image." 

At San Diego, newly recruited marines were marching in the hot 

sun, and sounding off the cadence with a drill instructor marching by 

them, his ceremonial sword flashing on his shoulder. The recruits were 

dressed in camies, camouflage fatigues, whose patterns are now designed 

by computer, one style for woodland, another for desert. Just off the pa

rade ground, to symbolize the new policy, are the recently erected stat

ues of two drill sergeants, a man and a woman. Near that memorial, we 

met Staff Sergeant Denise Ruiz, eleven years in the marines, with an 

appearance that would look good on a recruiting poster. We asked if the 

new policy had changed how marines talked. She said, "The way the 

men talk? As far as cursing and telling jokes? It all depends on how you 

are. If you can tell ajokejust as good as they can, laugh, tell yours, too. 

If you're the type that you don't wanna hear jokes like that, tell them 

that. And they should respect that. If you'd like it, by all means. If you 

don't, say something." 
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The one area where all the services are encouraged not to "say some

thing" touches homosexuality. Bill Clinton politically poisoned the be

ginning of his presidency by trying to lift the ban against gays in the 

military Senior officers dug m their heels, and all Clinton got was a 

compromise. Staff Sergeant Beavers explained it: "We don't ask, and 

they don't offer that information up. Basically, the don't-ask, don't-tell 

policy" And is that working? He said crisply, "I think it is, sir" Advo

cates of a freer policy say it isn't working, because there is still covert ha

rassment, and discharges for outed homosexuality continue. 

Don't ask, don't tell is at the other end of the cultural spectrum from 

San Francisco, where nobody has needed to ask for a long time because 

everybody has been telling-everything, embracing in the process a far 

wider range of gender definition and terminology than when we filmed 

the gay community in the 1930s. Today, the committee that organizes 

the internationally famous annual Gay Pride Day and march m San 

Francisco has expanded its name to the San Francisco Lesbian Gay Bi

sexual and Transgender Community. We attended a meeting of the 

committee as they discussed the next march and explained the new ter

minology 
In the 1980s, we had filmed a stand-up comedian, Tom Ammiano, 

performing a nightclub routine on the various kinds of queens, and it 

went like this: 

There's dizzy queens and mad queens and lipstick queens and 

drag queens and macho queens and feather queens and disco 

queens and leather queens and tragic queens and magic queens 

and screaming queens and dreaming queens and attitude 

queens and platitude queens and hustle queens and muscle 

queens and pissy queens and sissy queens, black queens, 

white queens, left queens, right queens, red queens, dead 

queens, acid queens, speed queens, dovvn queens, and weed 
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queens, \I\Tizard of Oz'd queens and closet queens, size queens 

and aging queens and raging queens. 

Ammiano ran for mayor of San Francisco in 2003, saying he could 

save the taxpayers money by being both mayor and his own first lady. 

San Franciscans were amused but voted for someone else. 

Today, the Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transgender Parade com

mittee told us, they could think of still other kinds of queens, but the 

word was too narrow a focus for the community (queens being only 

gay men), because many other people now had a voice, and because 

the idea of gender had increasingly become "malleable and Auid." 

One woman said, "I'm very proud to be part of the gay, bisexual, 

lesbian group," but she wouldn't want to be called a queen, " 'cause I 

identify as a female, and for someone to call me a queen. . IS very 

derogatory." Out of this new diversity has sprung a lexicon of new 

terms: 

Transgender-An umbrella term to encompass many forms of behav

ior, including transsexuals, transvestites, drag queens, drag kings, cross-dressers,fi

male illus20nists, gender benders, gender queens~lthough not limited to those 

definitions, and not all of those people want to be called transgender. The 

major purpose was to obtain civil-rights and human-rights protection 

that had previously been granted to other groups. The result in San 

Francisco was a transgender protection ordinance. Tranny is a nickname 

for someone showing the potential to be transgender, not to be confused 

with tranny, car buffs' slang for "transmission." 

Transsexual-Driginally defined as people who had undergone hor

monal or surgical intervention to make a physical transition from one 

gender to another, but now applied more vaguely. 

Pansexual-Devised to cover a wider definition than bisexual-for ex

ample, a man or woman loving a transgender person. 

Intersexual-A term adopted for people born with genitalia neither 
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male nor female, as part of a movement to prevent surgical alteration 

to a gender arbitrarily decided by a doctor. 

Two-spirit-Traditionally used by Native American communities to 

describe people who weren't apparently male or female but a third, or 

a two-spirit person. 

One term that interested these people was San Francisco Democrat, 

which they said was Republican Party code for gay, and applied to lib

eral Democrats whether from Hawaii or Massachusetts. 

Another expression gaining currency is metrosexuaL, especially popular 

in Honolulu, denoting heterosexual men obsessed with such grooming 

activities as facials, manicures, and body-hair waxing, the latter now 

known as manscaping. 

California culture, at least the San Francisco end of it, often runs a 

little fast for the rest of the country. In 2004, the new mayor, Gavin 

Newsom, nol gay himself, suddenly began issuing marriage licenses for 

gays. That touched off a huge debate nationally, provoking President 

George V·" Bush to propose a constitutional amendment to save civiliza

tion by defining marriage as between a man and a woman. 

In 1993, PBS showed a season of the TV series based on Tales oj the 

City, by San Francisco writer Armistead Maupin. One theme was a love 

affair between a man and a character played by Olympia Dukakis who 

was transsexual, a man living as a woman. It attracted some of the 

highest ratings ever for public television, but some stations complained 

that the content was too adult. PBS dropped the series, which was later 

picked up by the cable channel Showlime. 

With the San Francisco LGBT committee, we noted the increasing 

use of queer (hitherto usually an insult, an expression of homophobia) 

by the gay community itself. In fact, the theme for their parade in 1993 

was "The Year of the Queer." Former mayoral candidate Tom Ammi

ano, a Democrat, jokes that his gay Republican friends used to cheer, 

""We're here, we're queer, we're sorryl" By 2000, they had adopted 

queerific, to suggest that being queer was terrific. 
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We asked one of the committee members, Calvin Gibson, who is 

African American, whether using queer themselves was analogous to 

blacks' using mgger but being offended if white people did. He said, 

"That's exactly what it's like. I believe it's because people feel disem

powered and this is one way to empower themselves. If we can use the 

word queer so many times that it just becomes a normal word in our lan

guage without any consequences, then I think we see ourselves as being 

more empowered. So-it sort of proves the point that you can change 

the meaning of words." 

In fact, in recent years the word queer has lost some of its homopho

bic sting in the general culture. Noting the number of movies and tele

vision shows embracing gay themes, USA Today said 2004 was "the Year 

of the Queer in Hollywood." This is a telling example of how rapidly 

words can change their meaning or lose their capacity to wound. 

Linguist Dennis Baron has studied the gender issue in language and 

says that feminism has also had its impact on which words women 

choose to use or not to use. Between the 1970s and 1990s, girL was 

taboo. A Doonesbury comic strip in the 1970s had a proud father show

ing off a newborn daughter and saying, "It's a baby woman'" Now gzrL 

is back in favor with the advent of gzrL power, perhaps also because it has 

wide currency among black women. Women have taken a term that 

had a negative connotation and made it positive. He thinks one reason 

for the change is that the women's movement has progressed to more 

important issues like economics and is willing to let the semantic issues 

find a place that is comfortable for the women who are using the terms. 

He says that guy is an interesting example. Though it is a masculine 

term in the singular, which some feminists still won't use, most people 

now think that guys is not particularly masculine. His college-age daugh

ter says it is perfectly okay for all-female groups to be guys. "We can be 

guys, we can be dudes, we can be bitches-whateverI" The nice thing 

about this, Baron says, is that "people get a sense that they can em

power themselves to use whatever language they want. That's the 
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positive effect of political correctness. People can say, 'I've got a right to 

call myself what I want.' " 

That idea reminded us of something Carmen Fought said about the 

California dialect. The original settlers brought their dialects from 

other parts of the country. "And then, as younger generations of Cali

fornians have grown up, they want to have their own way of talking. 

They need to have a way to identify themselves as 'I'm from California.' 

For all of us, language is so tied up with our identity. We want to sound 

like people we want to be like." 

That raises interesting questions. Does the spread of California di

alectical features across America-"oo" fronting, rising inflections, use 

of like and all as quotatives-mean that young people in the rest of the 

country yearn to be like Californians? Is the magic draw still strong 

enough to make them want to emulate that culture? Or is this a cultural 

lag, something left over from songs and images of the past? 

Carmen Fought raised a feature that especially puzzles us-the habit 

of rising inflections-or uptalk, as some linguists call it. It was a question 

that disturbed Molly Ivins, the writer in Austin, Texas: "What I find 

very troubling is the spreading of this sort of Valley Girl intonation, 

where every statement ends in a question, so that everything a woman 

says sounds as though she's not really sure of it. It's that continual ques

tion mark, as though to assert yourself and, so, okay, state something is 

either factually correct or something that you believe were too assertive 

for a woman, that it would be unfeminine." 

But we hear the rising inflection also being used by some men, al

though more commonly by women, and spreading across the country. 

What does it mean? Does it indicate some unconscious uncertainty 

lurking in the psyches of young Californians and young Americans else

where? Does changing language mean a changing American conscious

ness? And what does that mean for the future of the country, not just 

the language? 
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Or IS the rising inflection as innocent as a wish to connect with a lis

tener, a way of saying, in effect, Are you followmg me! In other words, 

might it be simply a wish to please-not an unfamiliar trait in the 

American personality? 

As young Californians say, WhateverlIt is hard to resist the conclusion 

that California English is becoming one of the most influential dialects, 

not only in the United States but throughout the English-speaking 
world. 
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